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Abstract
During recent years the need for accurate color measurements has been increasing. One
of the most wide spread techniques to measure color is based on spectrophotometric
measurements. However, when dealing with hardcopy materials (paper and inks) that
contain fluorescent components, the color measurements become questionable.
Conventional spectrophotometers measure total radiance factors of fluorescent materials
for the light source within the instrument. Such measurements cannot be used to obtain
accurate colorimetry for other illuminants or sources. On the other hand using bispectral
methods, which measure reflected and fluorescent spectral radiance factors as a function
of incident wavelength, produces illuminant independent data and thus more accurate
colorimetric calculations.
The main goal of the present work is to determine colorimetric errors created by
conventional spectrophotometry compared to bispectral measurements for a collection of
printed materials. Another point is to evaluate the significance of these errors in color
reproduction applications.
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Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
I. Introduction
The concern for accurate measurements has been a defining impetus in the field of color
science. However, when dealing with fluorescence, the accuracy of measurements can be
questionable. There have been many studies to improve fluorescence measurements in
the past, but there has not been a commercial instrument available that can achieve the
accuracy needed to give adequate results. Through the years, several methods have been
developed to try to overcome this problem.
One aspect of fluorescence is that conventional spectrophotmetric instruments might lead
to the wrong colorimetric values, which eventually can lead to incorrect color matching,
color rendering, and incorrect overall color management.
Every day new improvements in printed materials (substrates and inks) enter the market.
Most of these improvements are oriented to enhance the appearance and appeal of
products such as magazines, posters, etc. to grab the attention of potential clients.
When dealing with hardcopy materials (paper and inks) that contain fluorescent
components, the color measurements become questionable. Conventional
spectrophotometers measure total radiance factors of fluorescent materials for the light
source within the instrument. Such measurements cannot be used to obtain accurate
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As imaging technology advances, the need for accurate tools grows. Colorimetry has
become an important tool in achieving accurate color in insdustry. Many hardcopy
materials are involved in image reproduction, and today most high-end hardcopies will
display fluorescent properties. Measured on conventional color measurement instruments
(spectrophotometers), these types ofmaterials will produce incorrect color values.
Optical brightneners, which are used to increase whiteness in paper and natural pigments
within the inks which are employed to reproduce color in different printing technologies;
are examples in hardcopy materials that exhibit fluorescence. Most of these fluorescent
components come in very small amounts that are not overtly detectable to the eye, but
can be significant enough to affect colorimetric values in practice.
The main goal of the present work is to determine colorimetric errors created by
conventional spectrophotometry compared to bispectral measurements on a collection of
printed materials. Another objective is to evaluate the significance of these errors in color
reproduction applications. Among other considerations in the present work is
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Fluorescence introduces challenges and difficulty in creating color matches and
formulations. Among the motivation of the present work is to gain a better understanding
of the behavior of fluorescent samples.
The underlying relevance, apart from the ultimate goal to achieve of the correctness of






Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
II. Background
Definition of Terminology
In order to give a better understanding of this research, time is taken to introduce and
describe some of the terminology associated with fluorescence. First, it should be
mentioned that fluorescence is a phenomenon associated with luminescence that affects
the instruments used in the measurement of color.
Luminescence is the emission of light that does not derive energy from the temperature of
the emitting body, as in phosphorescence, fluorescence, and bioluminescence.
Luminescence is caused by chemical, biochemical, or crystallographic changes in the
motions of subatomic particles, or the radiation-induced excitation of an atomic system1.
The energy conversion of interest here usually occurs in the visible or near-visible range,
under light excitation. Luminescence can be divided into the following three main
categories:
Fluorescence: The emission of electromagnetic radiation, especially of visible light,
stimulated in a substance by the absorption of incident radiation, that persist only as long
as the stimulating radiation continues. Fluorescence is the emission of light from a
luminescent sample under some form of excitation. Commonly, fluorescent ink is used in




Phosphorescence: Phosphorescence is the persistent emission of light from a luminescent
sample following exposure to and removal of incident radiation or excitement. The most
commonly observed form of phosphorescence are 'glow in the
dark' items. The
fundamental difference between fluorescence and phosphorescence is the delay time of
the emission of photons (light). Fluorescent materials only appear to glow when the light
source is on, but luminescent materials will glow for a period of time after the light
source has been
removed.7
Luminescence phenomena: This third category includes all of the other classes of
luminescence, such as radioluminescence, electro-luminescence, and thermo-
luminescence, which consists of the emission of light due to an excess form of certain
types of
energy.7
For all practical purposes of this study, fluorescence and luminescence are used
interchangeably, having reference to any particular luminescence phenomena.
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FIG. 1 . Jablonski energy level diagram.
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Figure 1 describes an energy level diagram of a simple system of molecules where the
energy levels are represented by the horizontal lines. Usually, when a molecule absorbs
light, an electron is excited to a higher energy level when the electron loses the excess of
energy will return to its original state (reflectance/absorbance). In the case of substances
containing fluorescent properties, the electron instead of returning to the original state,
once it loses the excess energy will end at a higher energy level. Releasing the excess
energy with a delay time more than 10"4s at higher energy level rather than the original
state it called phosphorescence.
Sources ofFluorescence in Hardcopy Samples
The predominant factor attributing to the color of any printed piece is the pigment in the
ink. Some of the pigments, due to the nature of their composition, will fluoresce.
Additionally, the resin in the ink itself, tends to contain some substances that will
fluoresce to a lesser extent.
Fluorescence is not only a phenomenon found in the ink, but also in the paper. For
example, in white paper, where the ultimate goal is to make the paper appear as white as
possible, it is the fluorescent component that gives that additional whiteness. The addition
of whitening agents or bleaches allow a particular substrate to fluoresce.
Sergio Gonzalez 07/10/00
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Often within the printing industry, fluorescence is simply ignored. Sometimes one is not
even aware that fluorescence has manifested itself into a problem, and other times
inappropriate methods or assumptions are applied in order to deal with it.
Components of the Total Radiance in Fluorescent Samples
The total spectral radiance of a luminescent (fluorescent) sample is made up of two
components: the reflected radiance and the luminescent radiance. This is expressed in
Equation 1 where h(X) represents total spectral radiance, ls(k) represents reflected
radiance, and If(X) represents luminescent radiance.
A sample that does not contain any luminescent component will have a reflected
component equal to the total spectral radiance of the sample. Figure 2 shows the spectral
radiance of a fluorescent orange golf ball. This example is given to offer a better
explanation of how the spectral radiance of a fluorescent sample is made up. CEELAB
values of a sample can be obtained from the spectral radiance used along with a light
source (in this work D65 was employed). A more detail procedure to obtaining CIELAB
values is described in Grum's article.
lT(k) = Is(X) + lF(k)
Equation 1. Total radiance
Sergio Gonzalez 07/10/00
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Figure 2: The spectral distribution ofa fluorescent orange golfball
Types ofMeasurements
Today commercial instruments that measure spectral properties are built either with the
monochromatic or polychromatic illumination approach. There is also a third
illumination approach, the bispectral method, that exists to measure spectral properties of































In the monochromatic illumination method (Figure 3a) the instrument configuration
consists of a monochromator set between the light source and the sample to be measured.
The photodetector will only detect the reflected component emitted from the sample. It is
impossible to differentiate the reflected and the fluorescent component of the spectral




On the other hand, in the polychromatic illumination method (Figure 3b), the
monochromator is located between the sample and the photo sensor. In this case, the
sensor will measure the spectral radiance factor directly. The measurements become
sensitive to changes in source illumination.
Last, but by far not the least, the bispectral method (Figure 3c) consists of not only one
monochromator, but two; one located between the light source and the sample and the
other located between the sample and the photo detector. The method combines the best
of the other two methods, the monochromatic illumination and the monochromatic
detection. The bispectral method is illuminant independent, since for each wavelength of
the light source, all the reflected wavelengths are measured. The result of this type of
measurement is a two dimensional array. One of the drawbacks is the time consumed in
sampling.
Different Approaches to Calculate the Total Radiance Components
(Estimating Fluorescence)
Since the beginning of color science studies, there have been concerns about fluorescent
samples. Through the years different techniques have evolved to measure the
fluorescence of samples. Each technique has its advantages over the others. Today, some
of the methods are used as a quick way to detect fluorescence on samples as well to give
a fast approximation of the fluorescent content. One of the industry standards used to
detect fluorescence is the ATSM
E1247,9




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
spectrophotometer to see if there is any difference in the total radiance factor indicating
that the particular sample has fluorescent properties. The objective of all three methods is
to obtain the It (total radiance factor), the Is (reflected radiance factor) and the If
(fluorescent radiance factor).
The methods presented are just briefly described to acknowledge some of the history and
the research that has been done in fluorescence Most of the techniques were developed
because a commercial bispectral instrument was not feasible in the past. A bispectral
measurement could take at least one hour to be completed, so the techniques try to avoid
the bispectral measurement in order to estimate Is and If-
Two Mode Method
The two-mode method, developed by Simon in
1972,3
requires a spectrophotometer that
can work either in polychromatic illumination or in monochromatic illumination.
Figure 4. Example how the two-mode method is carried
out. It (Pt) is obtained by setting the instrument in
polychromatic illumination and the Rc is obtained when
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In the two-mode method, the It is measured with the sample irradiated by a the
instrument light source, which for better results, must approximate D65 as close as
possible. This is achieved by setting the instrument into polychromatic illumination and
monochromatic detection. The second step is to set the instrument into monochromatic
illumination to measure the Rc (conventional reflectometer value). Figure 4 shows an
example of the Rc and the IT measurements. The next step is to derive the spectral
reflected radiance factor (Is). This is given by IT at shorter wavelengths than those of the
fluorescent emission (normally 50nm and below the point where the IT and Rc curves
cross). At longer wavelengths (5 nm above the crossing curves), Is is defined by Rc. For
the crossing region, the Is is derived by the interpolation of both curves. Finally, the IF
(spectral fluorescent radiance factor) is obtained by taking the difference between the IT
and the Is. The two-mode method usually has an error of about 18% when obtaining Is.
Filter Method (Elite and Ganz)
The filter method, developed in
1968,5
estimates Is with a series of cutoff filters, which
abruptly modify the light source irradiating the sample at the shorter wavelengths. By
using the different filters, the method reduces the amount of
fluorescence excited, but the
emitted fluorescence is never completely extinguished. Therefore, the estimations using
this method will always lead to higher values of Is than the correct values. For samples
containing small amounts of fluorescence, the error is
around 14%. In comparison to the





illumination spectrophotometer. The IT is obtained using the instrument without any
filter.
Fluorescence-Weakening Method (Allen)
Introduced in 1973 by
Allen,5
the fluorescence-weakening method, also known as the
filter method, uses only one polychromatic illuminated instrument to obtain Is and It. It is
determine by measuring the sample irradiated by the instrument's light source. This
method requires two filters. The first is a sharp cutoff filter, the
"fluorescence-killing"
filter, which is set to absorb at longer wavelengths. The filter eliminates all fluorescent
component allowing Is for to be determined at longer wavelengths. At shorter
wavelengths, the Is is determined by It- The second filter, known as the weakening filter,
has a cutoff at a shorter wavelength. The resulting radiance of this filter by mathematical
derivation10 helps to obtain the Is in the overlapping region (where most of fluorescence
occurs). For samples containing small amount of fluorescence, the error is about 12 %.
Since this method requires a lot of mathematical analysis, it is recommended to use large






Bispectral spectrophotometry instruments can make colorimetric measurements by
taking into account the contribution of both the fluorescent and the reflected component
to the total radiance of a sample. For the bispectral method one monochromator is located
between the instrument light source and the sample to be measured. The function of the
monochromator is to separate the radiation from the instrument's light source into its
spectral components before it reaches the sample. The second monochromator is located
between the sample and the photodetector, which separates the radiation leaving the
sample surface into its spectral components. The Is is determined accurately by a
monochromatic light hitting the sample form the first monochromator while the second
monochramator transmits light at the same wavelength to the detector, this way any
fluorescence generated will be eliminated at any given wavelength. This is a simple
method of getting the Is without measuring the complete spectrum of light emitted by the
sample at each wavelength of irradiation. However, most commercial instruments only
contain one monochromator, if a bispectral spectrophotmeter is not available then any of





Calculating Colorimetry for Luminescent Samples
This section is devoted to describe the process in which colorimetric values are obtained
(CIELAB) from the spectral radiance factor of a fluorescent sample. Two arbitrary
samples were chosen to exemplify how the values are calculated. The samples chosen
were a fluorescent orange golf ball and a green fluorescent plastic sample.
Since the work in this investigation was done in a bispectral spectrophotometer (which
gives data of complete spectrum of light emitted by the sample at each wavelength of
irradiation). The procedure will have as starting point the output data from bispectral
measurements.
Matrix (explanation)
The instrument output is a matrix with wavelength contribution of light excitation and
emission. The columns in Figure 5 correspond to the excitation while the rows
correspond to the emission wavelengths, the values within the diagonal correspond to the
reflected component while the values off-diagonal correspond to the fluorescent
contribution. Figure 6 shows the graphical representation of the matrix form. The xy
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Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
After having the matrix representation of a fluorescent sample Equation 1 can be
rewritten into Equation 2, where the total radiance factor is in terms of both the emission
wavelengths (irradiating light) and the excitation wavelengths (light coming out of the
sample) as well as the reflected radiance factor and fluorescent radiance factors. Now the
total radiance will be describe with the symbol "P" instead of the "I", previously used
because the total radiance now is a function depending on two variables.
P T (u. ,oo) = p s (p ,oo) + p F (p ,co)
For reflected component
everything is 0 except p=co
p. refers to excitation




The calculation of the tristimulus values starts with the bispectral radiance factor
(PT(p,to) matrix form) which is expressed in function of the excitation (p) and the
emission (co) wavelengths.
The Pt(M-,co) is multiplied by the specified light source (<J>'a(M-)) for colorimetric
calculations as shown in Equation 6. Then the resultant matrix is summed over the
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x F(oo)=5)P F(p,a>)
TS(C0
x T(a>) = <Gj<ji)P r(M)
Equation 4. Stimulus function
forfluorescent component
Equation 5. Stimulus function
for reflected component
Equation 6. Stimulus function
for total radiance factor
Once obtaining tt(co), which can be called stimulus function, the XYZ can be obtained
with traditional matrix colorimetric approach as shown in Equation 7. In the present













Equation 7. Matrix version to





Also by using equations 4 and 5 the stimulus function for the reflected and the
fluorescent components can be obtained seprately. Then by solving Equation 7 the
tristimulus values of any stimulus function can be derived. The sum of each
tristimulus
value from the reflected component with the fluorescent component must equal each
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For a better understanding how the math works an analogy for non-fluorescent samples
can be made using bispectral nomenclature. Equation 9 shows the stimulus function for a
non-fluorescent sample. In this case, the sum symbol is replaced with the integral symbol
because a continuos function replaces the discrete function of the fluorescent sample.
Both equations have the same function to sum over the excitation wavelengths. Since
there is no fluorescent component the equation is simplified because there is no excitation
dependency. Then by applying Equation 7 the XYZs can be derived.
JOJ (p f> T (p ,oo)dp =OJ (oo)P T (oo) =o; (ffl)P s(co)
Equation 9. Approach using bispectral terminology
for non-fluorescent materials
CIELAB Values
Once calculating XYZ's values, the CIELAB colorimetric values are obtained using the
traditional approach Equations 10 trough 12 (for most of the work a D50s light source
was employed). In Equations 10 through 12 the subscript
'n'
refers to the tristimulus
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Difference Between Bispectral Measurements and Conventional
InstrumentalMethod
The main difference of the bispectral instruments from the conventional
spectrophotometers is the incorporation of two monochromators into the instrument. This
way the measurement becomes light-source independent and the full bispectral radiance
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III. Experiment Description
The design and sampling of the experiment was constructed to take into account the
different printing processes under normal reproduction conditions of solid colors.
Throughout the experiment a bispectral spectrophotometer (BFC-450) manufactured by
Labsphere was used to measure the samples.
The sampling was divided into three stages. In the first stage a series of different printed
materials were evaluated, In the second stage a variety of fluorescent materials were
measure to build up small database. In the final stage measurements were made to
evaluate the precision and accuracy of the instrument at a short, medium and long term.
Around 10-12 minutes were taken for each measurement to be completed, since each
sample was measured at every excitation wavelength throughout all the emission
wavelengths.
The types & quantity of samples
On the first stage the analysis was based on: seven prints (paper with color patches of
100% CMYK and 50 % CMYK), one print (paper with patches of 100% CMYK and 40
% CMYK), and one print (paper with patches of 100% CMYK). In total they were 76
measurements. They were measured with the intention to analyze the effect of fluorescent
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Among the different printing process used to generate the samples were: two color
proofers (3M & Epson), two thermal printers (Kodak XLT 7720 & Fujix Pictography),
two RIT Lithographic presses, and a combination of inkjet printers with different quality
papers. Table 1 shows the complete list of printed samples used on the first stage of
measurements.
Table 1 SampU? list for thefirst stage
KodakXLT_1 00%_Cyan 3m-conventional film proof 100% Cyan
KodakXLT_1 00%_Black 3m-conventional film proof 100% Black
KodakXLT_1 00%_Magenta 3m-conventional film proof 100% Magenta
KodakXLT_1 00%_Yellow 3m-conventional film proof 1 00% Yellow
KodakXLT_50%_Cyan 3m-conventional film proof 50% Cyan
KodakXLT_50%_Black 3m-conventional film proof 50% Black
KodakXLT_50%_Magenta 3m-conventional film proof 50% Magenta
KodakXLT_50%_Yellow 3m-conventional film proof 50% Yellow
KodakXLT_White-Paper 3m-conventional film proof white film
Printed Litho Web feed 100% Cyan Printed Epson digital proof 1 00% Cyan
Printed Litho Web feed 100% Black Printed Epson digital proof 100% Black
Printed Litho Web feed 1 00% Magenta Printed Epson digital proof 100% Magenta
Printed Litho Web feed 100% Yellow Printed Epson digital proof 100% Yellow
Printed Litho Web feed 40% Cyan Printed Epson digital proof White
Printed Litho Web feed 40% Black Fuji_Pict._1 00%_Cyan
Printed Litho Web feed 40% Magenta Fuji_Pict._100%_Black
Printed Litho Web feed 40% Yellow Fuji_Pict._1 00%_Magenta
Printed white paper web offset Litho Fuji_Pict._1 00%_Yellow
Litho sheet feed 1 00% Cyan Fuji_Pict._50%_Cyan
Litho sheet feed 100% Black Fuji_Pict._50%_Black
Litho sheet feed 1 00% Magenta Fuji_Pict._50%_Magenta
Litho sheet feed 1 00% Yellow Fuji_Pict._50%_Yellow
Litho sheet feed 50% Cyan Fuji_Pict._White_paper
Litho sheet feed 50% Black Hp870cxi_1 00%_Cyan_hp_paper
Litho sheet feed 50% Magenta Hp870cxi_1 00%_Black_hp_paper
Litho sheet feed 50% Yellow Hp870cxi_1 00%_Magenta_hp_paper
Litho sheet feed white paper Hp870cxi_1 00%_Yellow_hp_paper
Xeror-Cyan-1 00%-riverside paper Hp870cxi_50%_Cyan_hp_paper
Xeror-Cyan-50%-riverside paper Hp870cxi_50%_Black_hp_paper
Xeror-Black-1 00%-riverside paper Hp870cxi_50%_Magenta_hp_paper
Xeror-Black-50%-riverside paper Hp870cxi_50%_Yellow_hp_paper
Xeror-Magenta-1 00%-riverside paper Hp870cx i_wh ite_hp_paper
Xeror-Magenta-50%-riverside paper Hp870cxi_1 00%_Cyan_riverPaper
Xeror-White-paper-riverside paper Hp870cxM00%_Black_riverPaper
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In the second stage 60 samples were measured, which were consider to have fluorescent
properties under normal conditions seen by an average person as well as under black
light. The list of samples is shown in Table 2. The origin of the samples is broad, it
ranges from textiles, plastics, crayons, highlighters to color catalogs, etc. The main
purpose of this second stage is to build a small database of fluorescent materials for
future study and research.
Table 2 Sample list for the second stage non-printedmaterial







Magenta Magenta un cut
Paint sample ( oxfrod index card) Plastic film
Colorations paint Red Orange
Colorations paint Orange Green
Colorations paint Yellow White
Colorations paint Green White plastic (ciba white scale)
Colorations paint Blue Num 8
Alex poster paint Magenta Num 9
Alex poster paint Green Num 10
Sanford highlighter (oxford index cards) Num 11
Sample Num 12
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Index Card Magenta
Sample Orange Yellow
Golf Ball Orange Red
White Green
Yellow Cerise
Orange 3M Scotchlite Retroreflective Sheeting
Macbetch color checker Orange uniform
Moderate red Orange grided
The last phase of the research most of the measurements were dedicated to evaluate the
performance of the instrument employed. The samples used in this phase were 12 BCRA
Series II ceramic tiles (white, blue, light blue, yellow, green, orange, red, pink, black,
dark gray, medium gray, and light gray). This phase was divided into two parts: the first
one was intended to measure the accuracy of the instrument and the second to measure
the precision in three different periods of time (short, medium and long term). The
accuracy evaluation consisted of measuring each tile five times without replacement. The
short term precision period consisted of measuring all titles in a day four days in a row,
while the medium term consisted of measuring four times all tiles in sessions of day in a
period of two weeks. The long-term precision evaluation consisted of a four sessions of
measurement in a period of eight weeks. Table 3 shows the dates in which the tiles were
measured for the precision evaluation.
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Day 6 July 22/99 Day 13 August 17/99
Day 7 July 23/99
The BCRA tiles were recently calibrated and validated as standards by NRC (National
Research Council of Canada) in July of 1999.
Setups and considerations
The manufacturer Labsphere provided the bispectral spectrophotometer (BFC-450) for a
period of three months. Over this time all the measurements took place. The instrument
was set up in the standardization lab within the facilities of the Munsell Color Lab
in
RIT. The instrument was connected by a GPIB IEEE-488 interface to a PC with
Windows NT. To control the instrument proprietary software provided by Labsphere was
employed.
The instrument has a fixed port 32mm diameter aperture in which samples were set.
There were precautions that were taken at the time of sampling trying to set the best and
reproducible environment for measuring. Among the precautions, if the sample was too
thin a black tile was put behind the sample and the instrument's port was covered with a
black cloth to avoid external interference as much as possible. Most of the time, samples
bigger than the port aperture were employed.
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The advantage of using the BFC-450 is that it makes possible the analysis of the different
contributions of the total radiance: the reflected and the luminescence. Other instruments
(such as colorimeters and spectrophotometers) are only capable of measuring the total
radiance without making distinctions between the individual components.
Duration of Sampling
The experiment took place over a period of three month with measuring sessions of a
day. During this interval the BFC-450 was never shutdown completely for more than
three consecutive days. If this occurred a sensor calibration was made, every time it was
turn on. At the beginning of each session a validation was made to ensure proper
performance of the bispectral spectrophotometer.
The validations were made according to the Labsphere compliance. At each start-up the
Labsphere'
s software automatically runs the routine, in which a validation standard
(compressed PFTE) is measured to make sure the instrument will perform within the
calibration range. At the end of each validation the software generated a report. All the
validation reports were printed and are located in appendix C for reference.
The instrument was supplied with two calibration standards and one validation standard.
The calibration standards are made up of a reflection calibration (compressed PFTE) and
a calibrated photo detector. Whenever was desired, the calibration procedure was
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Light sources
For colorimetric calculation different light sources were employed throughout the
research. The only light source, that wasn't measured, was CIE D50, which was obtained
from CIE tables. The rest where measured in the Munsell Lab with a PhotoResearch (PR-
650). All the figures shown here (7 trough 10) were normalized at 560 nm. The tungsten
filtered simulated daylight is shown in Figure 7. Figure 9 shows tungsten light source
and the xenon arc lamp is shown in Figure 8. All these light sources were employed to
simulate typical instrument light sources. While the CIE 50 and the Macbeth D50 shown
in Figure 10 were employed for colorimetric calculations.


















Daylight from Ligthbooth Tungsten Filtered
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Figure 8 Spectral power distribution a Xenon Arc lamp from aMacbeth Coloreye 7000
spectrophotometer
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Figure 9. Spectral power distribution ofTungsten light source
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Figure 10. Spectral power distribution ofD50 sources employedfor colorimetry: CIE
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D50 MacBeth Simulator D50 CIE Tables
In Figure 10 the D50 sources are shown, is important to notice the narrow spikes that the
Macbeth D50 presents, are due to simulation of D50 of using fluorescent light sources.
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IV. Results
This section is divided into four parts. The first section describes the mathematical
process done to obtain the different colorimetric values from the total radiance matrix.
The second part of the results contains the actual colorimetric data. In this section the
color errors are presented by comparing the bispectral method versus the
"conventional"
method. The different comparisons included are : bispectral method vs. total radiance
method with CIE D50 tables for colorimetric calculations and three different instrument
light sources: xenon lamp, tungsten lamp, tungsten filtered (daylight simulator) all
previously describe in the experimental section. The other comparison included is the
bispectral method vs. total radiance method and instead of using CIE D50 for
colorimetric calculations a Macbeth D50 fluorescent simulator was employed also with
three different light sources. The last comparison in the second section is between two
bispectral methods with different light source for colorimetric purposes (CIE D50 vs.
Macbeth D50 fluorescent simulator) to investigate errors obtained when using the CIE
illuminant versus a real light source.
In the third section of results the fluorescent samples are just listed with their colorimetric
values by the bispectral method using CIE D50. There was no intention to make any deep





reference. Also, it is well known that these samples will generate a discrepancy between
the
"conventional"
method vs. bispectral method. There where no further analyses of
these samples since it falls out of the initial scope which is to analyze conventional
printed materials.
The bispectral matrixes of the different samples (both data sets printed materials and
fluorescent samples) are posted on the internet for any one who might be interested.
There are links to them from http://www.cis.rit.edu/mscl.
In the last result section a precision and accuracy test based on MCDM (mean color
difference from the mean) was done to evaluate the performance of the bispectral
spectrophotometer.
Mathematical Process
Total radiance simulation (Obtaining colorimetric values from measurements)
The principal objective was quantifying the colorimetric error using typical vs. bispectral
techniques. The approach of emulating total radiance method from bispectral
measurements was used, since this allows several advantages: first the reduction of noise
in colorimetric values due to the use of different instruments; second the flexibility to
choose any instrument light source for the
total radiance emulation; and third avoiding
problem of calibrating different instruments and avoiding
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source error as well as variations on instrument's light source. This also aids the
interpretation of the results since only one apparatus was used to make the measurements.
The simulation for total radiance is shown in Eql3. It consists of the bispectral radiance
factor (PT(p,co) matrix form) which is expressed in function of the excitation (p) and the
emission (co) wavelengths
The Px(p,w) is then multiplied by the specified light source ($\(p,to)) for colorimetric
calculations and by the instrument light source (<t>In\(p,oo)). This is the light form which
every instrument was chosen to be simulated. Then the resultant matrix is summed over
the excitation wavelength to obtain an array, which only is emission dependent. It is
divided by the instrument light source (Olnsx(to)). This last operation is the point where




Eq. 13 Total radiance emulation.
Once obtaining x(co), which can be called stimulus function, the XYZ can be obtained
with traditional colorimetric approach as shown in Eq 14. In the present work, the CIE
1931 standard colorimetric observer (2) color matching functions were employed.
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From XYZ's using the CJELAB equations, the L*, a*, b* values were derived. The same
approach can be used to obtain colorimetric values by the bispectral method but there is
no need to introduce the instrument light source (<f>Insx(p,co)) since the measurements are
already light source independent. Then the Equation to obtain x(co) stimulus function
would look like Equation 15, and in the same fashion the XYZ and CIELAB can be
obtained.
T(fi>) =X ^ (M,)P r0A>fi))
Eq. 15 Stimulusfunction from bispectral measurements
Three different light source power distributions were employed to simulate conventional
spectrophotometers. The light sources were a xenon arc lamp (commonly found in many
instruments) and a tungsten filtered lamp (simulating daylight D50 from a light booth)
and a tungsten lamp (from a Macbeth Spectralight booth). The color values obtained by
the simulations were compared with the bispectral method twice (with different specified
light source). The first time using CIE tables for D50 and the second comparison was
using D50 spectral power distribution from a daylight simulator. The metric
to evaluate
the comparisons was AE94 color difference equation.
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IDL programming
All the colorimetric calculations were derived from the total radiance matrix obtained
from the bispectral photometer. Although the embedded software to operate the
instrument does some basic colorimetric calculations, it wasn't able to simulate the
"conventional instruments". An IDL program (matrix based computer language similar to
Matlab) was created in order to handle more easily the mathematical procedures. In
Appendix A the program source code is provided. Along the program a GUI (Graphic
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Colorimetric data (Comparisons ofprintedmaterials)
Bispectral Vs. Total Radiance Using CIE D50
Using for Total Radiance Macbeth CE7000 Filtered Xenon Arc Lamp
Table 4. 3M Colorproofsample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% cyan
52.57 -34.64 -44.12 52.65 -34.86 -44.23 0.11 0.08 -0.22 -0.11 0.22 0.10
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% black
51.63 -3.99 -1.49 51.75 -3.83 -1.30 0.25 0.12 0.16 0.19 -0.21 0.13
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% magenta
47.43 65.81 3.73 47.52 65.82 3.77 0.10 0.09 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.06
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% Yellow
88.71 1.43 5.60 88.77 1.49 5.58 0.08 0.06 0.06 -0.03 -0.01 0.06
3m-conventional film
proof 50% cyan
68.20 -19.66 -24.94 68.30 -19.48 -24.94 0.15 0.10 0.18 0.00 -0.11 0.14
3m-conventional film
proof 50% black
54.30 0.16 1.06 54.51 0.37 1.07 0.30 0.21 0.21 0.00 0.05 0.20
3m-conventional film
proof 50% magenta
63.57 40.64 1.47 63.63 40.70 1.35 0.10 0.07 0.05 -0.12 0.05 0.12
3m-conventional film
jiroof 50% yellow
87.79 -4.34 50.33 87.82 -4.27 50.25 0.06 0.03 0.07 -0.08 -0.08 0.07
3m-conventional film
proof white film
90.08 0.57 5.29 90.10 0.58 5.20 0.08 0.02 0.01 -0.09 -0.09 0.02
Table 5. Epson digital color proof.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% cyan
44.46 -24.65 -56.92 44.58 -24.65 -56.56 0.17 0.12 0.00 0.36 -0.33 0.14
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% black
11.97 1.20 -3.50 12.33 0.60 -3.69 0.70 0.36 -0.60 -0.19 0.04 0.63
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% magenta
47.15 74.41 0.58 47.31 74.05 0.90 0.23 0.16 -0.36 0.31 -0.36 0.32
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% Yellow
82.57 6.32 93.71 82.56 6.37 93.22 0.10 -0.01 0.05 -0.49 -0.48 0.10
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% white
90.58 2.10 -8.10 90.49 1.00 -3.41 3.50 -0.09 -1.10 4.69 -4.82 0.17
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Table 6. Fujix Pictography thermal printer sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Fuji_Pict._1 00%_
Cyan
39.21 -32.64 -39.73 39.26 -33.90 -38.43 1.02 0.05 -1.26 1.30 -0.17 1.81
Fuji_Pict._100%_
Black
3.64 7.45 -7.49 4.32 8.06 -7.71 0.83 0.68 0.61 -0.22 0.59 0.27
Fuji_Pict._100%_
Magenta
32.36 64.77 -8.75 32.27 64.51 -7.55 0.60 -0.09 -0.26 1.20 -0.41 1.16
Fuji_Pict._100%_
yellow
80.81 3.95 93.58 80.82 4.01 93.75 0.05 0.01 0.06 0.17 0.17 0.07
Fuji_Pict._50%_C
yan
63.03 -15.38 -29.92 62.92 -16.40 -27.46 1.54 -0.11 -1.02 2.46 -1.66 2.08
Fuji_Pict._50%_B
lack
50.54 -1.47 -11.54 50.51 -2.18 -10.03 1.21 -0.03 -0.71 1.51 -1.37 0.95
Fuji_Pict._50%_
Magenta
65.25 30.28 -8.23 65.30 29.85 -6.01 1.46 0.05 -0.43 2.22 -0.93 2.06
Fuji_Pict._50%_y
ellow
87.44 -2.08 34.59 87.34 -2.09 36.54 0.77 -0.10 -0.01 1.95 1.95 0.11
Fuji_Pict._white_
paper
90.55 1.14 -6.51 90.36 0.38 -2.97 2.80 -0.19 -0.76 3.54 -3.61 0.20
Table 7. HP 870cxi inkjetprinter with HP premium glossy paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_1 00%_cy
an_hp_paper
53.79 -28.70 -39.85 53.56 -30.00 -38.09 1.25 -0.23 -1.30 1.77 -0.63 2.10
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_hp_paper
36.31 -3.80 -5.12 36.46 -3.97 -3.86 1.10 0.14 -0.17 1.26 -0.84 0.95
Hp870cxi_100%_ma
genta_hp paper
47.11 69.08 0.20 47.24 69.00 1.65 0.72 0.13 -0.09 1.45 -0.07 1.45
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low_hp_paper
84.59 1.57 84.53 84.62 1.76 85.40 0.20 0.03 0.19 0.86 0.87 0.18
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
n_hp paper
67.01 -18.87 -30.94 66.78 -20.29 -27.35 2.24 -0.23 -1.42 3.59 -2.19 3.19
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_hp_paper
72.92 1.06 -7.93 72.72 0.15 -3.66 3.23 -0.20 -0.91 4.27 -4.34 0.50
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta_hp paper
77.77 18.62 -6.30 77.49 17.68 -1.36 3.74 -0.28 -0.94 4.94 -1.93 4.64
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_hp paper
89.76 -0.36 10.75 89.47 -1.10 15.97 3.57 -0.30 -0.74 5.22 5.25 0.46
Hp870cxi_white_hp_
paper
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Table 8. HP 870cxi inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_1 00%_cy
ab_riverPaper
49.77 -24.16 -49.24 49.83 -24.28 -49.28 0.08 0.05 -0.12 -0.04 0.09 0.09
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_riverPaper
25.30 -0.50 -3.62 25.35 -1.15 -4.45 0.93 0.05 -0.65 -0.83 0.94 0.47
Hp870cxi_100%_ma
genta_riverPaper
46.03 66.48 12.07 46.28 66.28 11.80 0.29 0.26 -0.21 -0.27 -0.25 0.23
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low_riverPaper
85.16 3.33 86.84 85.28 3.52 86.29 0.18 0.12 0.19 -0.54 -0.53 0.21
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
b_riverPaper
61.05 -28.45 -39.91 61.01 -28.74 -39.55 0.26 -0.03 -0.30 0.36 -0.12 0.45
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_riverPaper
67.35 0.87 -2.42 67.50 0.75 -1.15 1.16 0.15 -0.12 1.26 -1.19 0.44
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta_riverPaper
73.22 28.92 0.00 73.20 28.51 1.78 1.26 -0.03 -0.41 1.78 -0.35 1.79
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_riverPaper
90.56 -1.57 25.41 90.56 -1.88 27.70 1.08 0.00 -0.31 2.29 2.31 0.16
Hp870cxi_white_rive
rPaper
93.26 1.21 -6.04 93.06 0.10 -1.86 3.40 -0.19 -1.10 4.18 -4.30 0.48
Table 9. Kodak xlt thermal sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
KodakXLT_100%_c
yan
41.30 -18.25 -54.66 41.38 -18.27 -54.03 0.22 0.08 -0.01 0.63 -0.60 0.22
KodakXLT_100%_BI
ack*
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
KodakXLT_100%_M
agenta
26.83 63.57 -0.89 26.84 62.93 0.18 0.57 0.02 -0.64 1.07 -0.64 1.07
KodakXLT_100%_Y
ellow
74.94 25.47 114.20 74.96 25.43 112.23 0.34 0.02 -0.04 -1.97 -1.93 0.39
KodakXLT_50%_cy
an
66.61 -16.27 -33.70 66.53 -16.91 -32.51 0.77 -0.08 -0.64 1.19 -0.78 1.11
KodakXLT 50% Bla
ck
54.11 -3.59 -3.98 54.01 -4.10 -2.64 1.31 -0.10 -0.51 1.34 -0.48 1.35
KodakXLT_50%_Ma
genta
64.19 37.03 -1.28 64.14 36.72 0.64 1.24 -0.05 -0.31 1.92 -0.32 1.91
KodakXLT_50%_Yel
low
88.10 1.40 55.51 88.10 1.36 57.06 0.45 -0.01 -0.05 1.55 1.55 0.08
KodakXLT_White-
Paper
93.88 1.34 -2.53 93.85 0.96 -0.81 1.59 -0.03 -0.38 1.73 -1.61 0.73
* Samples colorimetric values couldn't be calculated due to instrumental noise in the fluorescent region and







Table 10. Lithographic web press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AEm AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% cyan
57.76 -34.58 -42.99 57.83 -34.80 -42.20 0.40 0.08 -0.23 0.80 -0.47 0.68
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% black
19.57 0.79 -1.50 19.56 0.69 -1.51 0.10 -0.01 -0.10 -0.01 -0.04 0.09
Printed Litho Web
feed 1 00% magenta
50.17 67.81 -6.92 50.15 67.61 -5.75 0.57 -0.02 -0.20 1.17 -0.31 1.15
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% yellow
85.88 -6.28 79.91 85.85 -6.19 80.62 0.17 -0.03 0.09 0.71 0.70 0.14
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% cyan
75.29 -13.69 -19.58 75.26 -14.10 -18.57 0.74 -0.03 -0.42 1.02 -0.58 0.93
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% black
62.53 -0.40 -1.53 62.45 -0.66 -0.74 0.80 -0.08 -0.26 0.79 -0.59 0.58
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% magenta
71.42 29.10 -5.16 71.37 28.88 -3.76 0.95 -0.05 -0.22 1.40 -0.43 1.35
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% yellow
88.21 -4.65 35.79 88.22 -4.72 36.82 0.39 0.01 -0.07 1.03 1.03 0.06
Printed white paper
web offset Litho
90.98 0.44 -0.75 90.99 0.12 0.92 1.68 0.01 -0.31 1.67 0.06 1.70
Table 11. Sheetfeed lithographic press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Litho sheet feed
100% cyan
57.95 -21.82 -38.69 58.14 -21.74 -38.59 0.19 0.19 0.08 0.10 -0.13 0.02
Litho sheet feed
100% black
28.10 0.31 0.33 28.19 0.06 -0.35 0.73 0.09 -0.25 -0.68 -0.09 0.72
Litho sheet feed
100% Magenta
54.16 54.55 -1.26 54.23 54.55 -1.24 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02
Litho sheet feed
100% yellow
85.21 -3.45 71.62 85.31 -3.30 71.35 0.14 0.11 0.15 -0.27 -0.28 0.14
Litho sheet feed
50% cyan
65.68 -17.02 -28.41 65.70 -17.10 -28.52 0.06 0.03 -0.08 -0.11 0.13 0.02
Litho sheet feed
50% black
39.91 0.58 -0.30 40.07 0.37 -0.39 0.28 0.16 -0.21 -0.09 -0.12 0.20
Litho sheet feed
50% maqenta
63.42 38.16 -3.59 63.49 38.11 -3.79 0.14 0.07 -0.05 -0.19 -0.03 0.20
Litho sheet feed
50% yellow
85.79 -3.98 51.01 85.75 -3.99 50.87 0.06 -0.03 -0.01 -0.15 -0.14 0.03
Litho sheet feed
white paper
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Table 12. Xerox inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*




39.44 -19.18 -47.43 39.69 -19.35 -46.56 0.44 0.26 -0.18 0.87 -0.73 0.49
Xerox-cyan-50%-
riverside
55.94 -15.86 -37.58 55.88 -16.77 -36.14 0.94 -0.05 -0.90 1.44 -0.95 1.41
Xerox-black- 1 00%-
riverside
22.64 3.20 1.33 22.99 2.86 0.58 0.83 0.35 -0.34 -0.75 -0.55 0.61
Xerox-black-50%-
riverside
61.86 -2.45 5.50 61.84 -2.79 6.61 0.91 -0.02 -0.33 1.11 1.15 0.13
Xerox-MAGENTA-
1 00%-riverside
47.61 55.94 -0.59 47.74 55.58 0.47 0.60 0.13 -0.36 1.05 -0.36 1.05
Xerox-MAGENTA-
50%-riverside
68.43 27.79 -2.21 68.35 27.26 0.28 1.76 -0.08 -0.53 2.49 -0.61 2.47
Xerox-white-paper-
riverside
93.09 1.42 -6.02 92.90 0.29 -1.81 3.42 -0.19 -1.12 4.21 -4.35 0.23
Xerox-yellow-1 00%-
riverside
85.95 -7.37 72.28 85.94 -7.23 72.75 0.14 -0.01 0.14 0.47 0.45 0.19
Xerox-yellow-50%-
riverside
90.45 -6.14 32.25 90.32 -6.45 34.68 1.00 -0.13 -0.31 2.43 2.44 0.14
Summary
Table 13 . Summary Table ofBispectral Vs Total Radiance using CIE D50 and xenon arc













Evaluation ofBispectral Spectrophotometry for
Accurate Colorimetry ofPrintingMaterials
Figure 11. Vector error L* vs a* Bispectral Vs. Total Radiance Using CIE D50 and
Xenon Arc Lamp forfor all printedmaterials samples
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Figure 12. Vector error L* vs b* Bispectral Vs. Total Radiance Using CIED50 and
Xenon Arc Lamp for for all printedmaterials samples
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Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Figure 13. Vector error a* vs b* Bispectral Vs. Total Radiance Using CIE D50 and
Xenon Arc Lamp forfor all printedmaterials samples
lifarJ
























Since a specific overall trend was not detected in the vector error plots, for further
comparisons the error vector plots were discarded for analysis. Most likely that individual





Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Using for Total Radiance Macbeth Spectralight Filtered Tungsten (Daylight
simulator)
Table 14. 3M Colorproofsample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% cyan
52.57 -34.64 -44.12 52.58 -35.11 -44.23 0.19 0.01 -0.47 -0.12 0.39 0.29
3m-conventional film
proof 100% black
51.63 -3.99 -1.49 51.79 -3.70 -1.04 0.49 0.16 0.29 0.45 -0.41 0.34
3m-conventional film
proof 100% magenta
47.43 65.81 3.73 47.45 65.93 3.97 0.13 0.03 0.12 0.24 0.13 0.24
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
88.71 1.43 5.60 88.78 1.46 5.59 0.08 0.07 0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0.03
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
85.73 -5.04 85.03 85.78 -4.93 84.70 0.10 0.05 0.11 -0.34 -0.34 0.09
3m-conventional film
proof 50% cyan
68.20 -19.66 -24.94 68.25 -19.67 -24.89 0.07 0.06 -0.01 0.05 -0.04 0.04
3m-conventional film
proof 50% black
54.30 0.16 1.06 54.45 0.19 1.32 0.29 0.15 0.03 0.26 0.26 0.01
3m-conventional film
proof 50% magenta
63.57 40.64 1.47 63.58 40.65 1.34 0.08 0.02 0.01 -0.13 0.00 0.13
3m-conventional film
proof 50% yellow
87.79 -4.34 50.33 87.84 -4.26 50.30 0.07 0.05 0.08 -0.03 -0.04 0.08
3m-conventional film
proof white film
90.08 0.57 5.29 90.07 0.57 5.16 0.11 -0.01 -0.01 -0.13 -0.13 0.01
Table 15. Epson digital color p>roof.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% cyan
44.46 -24.65 -56.92 44.66 -24.90 -56.45 0.31 0.21 -0.25 0.47 -0.33 0.42
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% black
11.97 1.20 -3.50 11.90 0.02 -2.47 1.40 -0.07 -1.18 1.04 -1.24 0.97
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% magenta
47.15 74.41 0.58 47.36 74.00 0.84 0.26 0.21 -0.42 0.25 -0.41 0.26
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% Yellow
82.57 6.32 93.71 82.47 6.35 93.85 0.10 -0.10 0.03 0.15 0.15 0.03
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% white





Table 16. Fujix Pictography thermal printer sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*




39.21 -32.64 -39.73 39.32 -33.66 -38.88 0.76 0.12 -1.02 0.84 0.01 1.32
Fuji Pict. 100% Bla
ck
3.64 7.45 -7.49 4.15 8.85 -7.02 1.32 0.51 1.41 0.46 0.74 1.28
Fuji_Pict._100%_Ma
genta
32.36 64.77 -8.75 32.46 64.17 -7.70 0.53 0.10 -0.61 1.04 -0.73 0.96
Fuji_Pict._100%_yell
ow
80.81 3.95 93.58 80.82 4.02 94.16 0.11 0.01 0.07 0.57 0.57 0.06
Fuji_Pict._50%_Cya
n
63.03 -15.38 -29.92 63.06 -16.10 -28.25 1.05 0.03 -0.72 1.68 -1.13 1.43
Fuji Pict. 50% Blac
k
50.54 -1.47 -11.54 50.46 -2.24 -10.65 0.91 -0.08 -0.76 0.89 -0.75 0.90
Fuji_Pict._50%_Mag
enta
65.25 30.28 -8.23 65.40 29.84 -6.62 1.06 0.15 -0.44 1.61 -0.82 1.46
Fuji_Pict._50%_yello
w





90.55 1.14 -6.51 90.46 0.47 -4.24 1.83 -0.09 -0.67 2.27 -2.34 0.34
Table 17. HP 870cxi inkjetprinter with HP premium glossy paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_1 00%_cy
an hp paper
53.79 -28.70 -39.85 53.67 -29.77 -38.67 0.91 -0.12 -1.07 1.18 -0.31 1.56
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck hp paper
36.31 -3.80 -5.12 36.57 -3.85 -4.04 0.94 0.25 -0.04 1.08 -0.80 0.73
Hp870cxi_1 00%_ma
genta hp paper
47.11 69.08 0.20 47.45 69.07 1.34 0.66 0.34 -0.02 1.14 -0.01 1.14
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low hp paper
84.59 1.57 84.53 84.65 1.86 85.02 0.17 0.06 0.30 0.48 0.49 0.28
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
n hp paper
67.01 -18.87 -30.94 66.95 -20.11 -28.62 1.57 -0.06 -1.25 2.32 -1.26 2.31
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k hp paper
72.92 1.06 -7.93 72.90 0.27 -5.17 2.13 -0.02 -0.80 2.75 -2.82 0.53
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta hp paper
77.77 18.62 -6.30 77.70 17.86 -3.19 2.33 -0.07 -0.76 3.11 -1.51 2.82
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_hp paper
89.76 -0.36 10.75 89.67 -1.10 14.26 2.44 -0.10 -0.74 3.51 3.55 0.54
Hp870cxi_white_hp_
paper




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 18. HP 870cxi inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_1 00%_cy
ab_riverPaper
49.77 -24.16 -49.24 49.74 -24.24 -49.33 0.05 -0.03 -0.08 -0.09 0.12 0.03
Hp870cxM00%_bla
ck_riverPaper
25.30 -0.50 -3.62 25.20 -1.23 -4.47 0.99 -0.10 -0.73 -0.85 0.98 0.54
Hp870cxi_100%_ma
genta_riverPaper
46.03 66.48 12.07 46.08 66.71 12.07 0.08 0.05 0.23 0.00 0.23 0.03
Hp870cxL100%_yel
low_riverPaper
85.16 3.33 86.84 85.26 3.63 86.80 0.17 0.10 0.31 -0.04 -0.02 0.31
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
b_riverPaper
61.05 -28.45 -39.91 61.05 -28.75 -39.55 0.26 0.01 -0.30 0.36 -0.12 0.45
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_riverPaper
67.35 0.87 -2.42 67.53 0.91 -1.33 1.00 0.18 0.04 1.08 -0.95 0.52
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta_riverPaper
73.22 28.92 0.00 73.23 28.70 1.31 0.92 0.01 -0.23 1.31 -0.20 1.31
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_riverPaper
90.56 -1.57 25.41 90.62 -1.86 27.17 0.84 0.05 -0.29 1.76 1.77 0.18
Hp870cxi_white_rive
rPaper
93.26 1.21 -6.04 93.17 0.30 -3.10 2.42 -0.09 -0.91 2.94 -3.05 0.44
Table 19. Kodak xlt thermal sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
KodakXLT_100%_c
yan
41.30 -18.25 -54.66 41.70 -17.98 -53.63 0.50 0.40 0.27 1.03 -1.07 0.07
KodakXLT_100%_BI
ack*
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
KodakXLT_100%_M
agenta
26.83 63.57 -0.89 27.03 62.73 -0.35 0.41 0.21 -0.85 0.54 -0.85 0.53
KodakXLT_100%_Y
ellow
74.94 25.47 114.20 74.91 25.46 112.42 0.31 -0.03 -0.01 -1.79 -1.74 0.38
KodakXLT_50%_cy
an
66.61 -16.27 -33.70 66.47 -16.84 -33.12 0.53 -0.14 -0.57 0.58 -0.27 0.77
KodakXLT 50% Bla
ck
54.11 -3.59 -3.98 54.03 -4.01 -3.35 0.70 -0.08 -0.42 0.63 -0.14 0.74
KodakXLT_50%_Ma
genta
64.19 37.03 -1.28 64.13 36.83 -0.08 0.78 -0.07 -0.20 1.20 -0.22 1.20
KodakXLT_50%_Yel
low
88.10 1.40 55.51 88.14 1.36 56.41 0.26 0.04 -0.05 0.90 0.90 0.06
KodakXLT_White-
Paper
93.88 1.34 -2.53 93.91 0.98 -1.45 1.02 0.03 -0.36 1.09 -1.12 0.24
* Samples colorimetric values couldn't be calculated due to instrumental noise in the fluorescent region and




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 20. Kodak xlt thermal sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% cyan
57.76 -34.58 -42.99 57.77 -34.82 -42.50 0.29 0.02 -0.25 0.50 -0.23 0.51
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% black
19.57 0.79 -1.50 19.64 0.67 -0.89 0.59 0.07 -0.12 0.61 -0.59 0.22
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% magenta
50.17 67.81 -6.92 50.30 67.41 -5.57 0.67 0.13 -0.40 1.35 -0.52 1.31
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% yellow
85.88 -6.28 79.91 85.87 -6.24 80.63 0.16 0.00 0.04 0.72 0.71 0.09
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% cyan
75.29 -13.69 -19.58 75.34 -13.95 -18.92 0.48 0.06 -0.26 0.66 -0.38 0.60
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% black
62.53 -0.40 -1.53 62.42 -0.78 -1.02 0.62 -0.11 -0.38 0.50 -0.29 0.56
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% magenta
71.42 29.10 -5.16 71.39 28.93 -4.11 0.72 -0.03 -0.17 1.05 -0.34 1.01
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% yellow
88.21 -4.65 35.79 88.23 -4.74 36.52 0.07 0.01 -0.09 0.73 0.73 0.04
printed white paper
web offset Litho
90.98 0.44 -0.75 91.02 0.16 0.47 1.24 0.04 -0.28 1.23 -0.37 1.20
Table 21. Lithographic web press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AEm AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Litho sheet feed
100% cyan
57.95 -21.82 -38.69 58.15 -21.76 -38.48 0.22 0.20 0.06 0.22 -0.22 0.06
Litho sheet feed
100% black
28.10 0.31 0.33 28.45 0.18 0.04 0.46 0.35 -0.12 -0.29 -0.26 0.17
Litho sheet feed
100% Magenta
54.16 54.55 -1.26 54.22 54.57 -1.25 0.06 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.00
Litho sheet feed
100% yellow
85.21 -3.45 71.62 85.29 -3.28 71.90 0.14 0.08 0.17 0.28 0.27 0.18
Litho sheet feed
50% cyan
65.68 -17.02 -28.41 65.65 -17.08 -28.53 0.07 -0.03 -0.06 -0.13 0.14 0.02
Litho sheet feed
50% black
39.91 0.58 -0.30 40.12 0.28 -0.15 0.39 0.21 -0.30 0.15 -0.34 0.01
Litho sheet feed
50% magenta
63.42 38.16 -3.59 63.46 37.99 -3.84 0.18 0.03 -0.17 -0.25 -0.15 0.27
Litho sheet feed
50% yellow
85.79 -3.98 51.01 85.76 -4.01 50.73 0.09 -0.02 -0.03 -0.29 -0.28 0.05
Litho sheet feed
white paper
90.06 0.11 -0.46 90.00 0.03 -0.36 0.14 -0.06 -0.07 0.10 -0.11 0.06
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Table 22. Xerox inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Xerox-cyan-1 00%-
riverside
39.44 -19.18 -47.43 39.66 -19.10 -46.71 0.33 0.23 0.08 0.71 -0.69 0.20
Xerox-cyan-50%-
riverside
55.94 -15.86 -37.58 56.03 -16.43 -36.57 0.63 0.09 -0.56 1.02 -0.71 0.92
Xerox-black- 1 00%-
riverside
22.64 3.20 1.33 22.32 2.90 0.66 0.75 -0.32 -0.30 -0.67 -0.50 0.55
Xerox-black-50%-
riverside
61.86 -2.45 5.50 61.87 -2.80 6.22 0.63 0.01 -0.35 0.72 0.80 0.02
Xerox-MAGENTA-
1 00%-riverside
47.61 55.94 -0.59 47.69 55.74 0.09 0.38 0.08 -0.19 0.67 -0.19 0.67
Xerox-MAGENTA-
50%-riverside
68.43 27.79 -2.21 68.44 27.34 -0.43 1.26 0.01 -0.44 1.78 -0.53 1.75
Xerox-white-paper-
riverside
93.09 1.42 -6.02 92.99 0.51 -3.12 2.39 -0.10 -0.90 2.91 -3.03 0.30
Xerox-yellow-1 00%-
riverside
85.95 -7.37 72.28 85.92 -7.27 72.87 0.16 -0.03 0.10 0.59 0.57 0.16
Xerox-yellow-50%-
riverside
90.45 -6.14 32.25 90.38 -6.40 33.97 0.71 -0.07 -0.27 1.72 1.74 0.06
Summary
Table 23 . Summary Table ofBispectral Vs Total Radiance using CIE D50 and tungsten














Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Using for Total Radiance Macbeth Tungsten
Table 24. 3M Colorproofsample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% cyan
52.57 -34.64 -44.12 52.43 -34.70 -43.30 0.38 -0.15 -0.05 0.82 -0.61 0.55
3m-conventional film
proof 100% black
51.63 -3.99 -1.49 51.40 -3.48 -3.52 1.96 -0.23 0.51 -2.03 0.69 1.98
3m-conventional film
proof 100% magenta
47.43 65.81 3.73 47.42 65.88 2.15 0.79 0.00 0.08 -1.57 0.01 1.57
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
88.71 1.43 5.60 88.60 1.33 6.14 0.46 -0.11 -0.10 0.54 0.50 0.22
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
85.73 -5.04 85.03 85.73 -5.15 84.73 0.09 0.00 -0.11 -0.31 -0.30 0.14
3m-conventional film
proof 50% cyan
68.20 -19.66 -24.94 68.06 -19.46 -24.81 0.17 -0.14 0.20 0.13 -0.23 0.08
3m-conventional film
proof 50% black
54.30 0.16 1.06 54.18 0.74 -0.39 1.55 -0.12 0.58 -1.46 -0.24 1.55
3m-conventional film
proof 50% magenta
63.57 40.64 1.47 63.47 40.53 2.59 0.71 -0.10 -0.12 1.12 -0.06 1.12
3m-conventional film
proof 50% yellow
87.79 -4.34 50.33 87.69 -4.50 51.04 0.25 -0.10 -0.16 0.71 0.73 0.09
3m-conventional film
proof white film
90.08 0.57 5.29 90.14 0.28 6.11 0.72 0.06 -0.29 0.82 0.80 0.36
Table 25. Epson digital colorproof.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Epson digital
proof 1 00% cyan
44.46 -24.65 -56.92 43.91 -24.58 -57.09 0.55 -0.55 0.07 -0.17 0.13 0.13
Printed Epson digital
proof 1 00% black







47.15 74.41 0.58 46.65 75.25 2.38 1.00 -0.50 0.83 1.80 0.87 1.78
Printed Epson digital
proof 1 00% Yellow
82.57 6.32 93.71 82.74 6.18 90.79 0.58 0.17 -0.14 -2.91 -2.92 0.07
Printed Epson digital
proof white
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Table 26. Fujix Pictography thermal printer sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Fuji_Pict._100%_Cy
an
39.21 -32.64 -39.73 38.63 -34.16 -37.18 1.72 -0.58 -1.52 2.55 -0.93 2.82
Fuji Pict. 100% Bla
ck
3.64 7.45 -7.49 3.20 7.77 -8.40 0.82 -0.44 0.33 -0.91 0.89 0.40
Fuji_Pict._100%_Ma
genta
32.36 64.77 -8.75 31.92 65.90 -8.53 0.55 -0.44 1.12 0.21 1.09 0.36
Fuji_Pict._100%_yell
ow
80.81 3.95 93.58 80.66 4.00 95.82 0.45 -0.15 0.05 2.23 2.23 0.06
Fuji_Pict._50%_Cya
n
63.03 -15.38 -29.92 62.54 -16.67 -26.75 2.03 -0.49 -1.29 3.17 -2.13 2.68
Fuji Pict. 50% Blac
k
50.54 -1.47 -11.54 50.52 -1.45 -9.55 1.31 -0.02 0.02 1.99 -1.97 0.26
Fuji_Pict._50%_Mag
enta
65.25 30.28 -8.23 64.73 30.21 -5.26 2.05 -0.53 -0.07 2.97 -0.71 2.89
Fuji_Pict._50%_yello
w
87.44 -2.08 34.59 87.21 -2.04 36.33 0.72 -0.23 0.05 1.74 1.74 0.15
Fuji_Pict._white_pap
er
90.55 1.14 -6.51 90.22 0.35 -2.30 3.32 -0.33 -0.79 4.21 -4.29 0.09
Table 27. HP 870cxi inkjetprinter with HP premium glossy paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_1 00%_cy
an_hp_paper
53.79 -28.70 -39.85 53.71 -28.79 -38.61 0.56 -0.08 -0.08 1.24 -0.95 0.80
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_hp_paper
36.31 -3.80 -5.12 35.79 -4.23 -3.37 1.66 -0.52 -0.43 1.75 -0.96 1.52
Hp870cxi_100%_ma
gentajip paper
47.11 69.08 0.20 46.33 69.12 3.36 1.74 -0.78 0.04 3.16 0.12 3.16
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low_hp_paper
84.59 1.57 84.53 84.42 1.22 88.15 0.79 -0.18 -0.35 3.62 3.61 0.41
Hp870cxL50%_cya
n_hp_paper
67.01 -18.87 -30.94 66.52 -20.21 -26.66 2.56 -0.49 -1.34 4.28 -2.78 3.52
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_hp_paper
72.92 1.06 -7.93 72.30 -0.09 -1.87 4.59 -0.62 -1.16 6.06 -6.13 0.71
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
entajip paper
77.77 18.62 -6.30 77.19 17.56 0.45 5.18 -0.58 -1.06 6.75 -2.09 6.50
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_hp_paper
89.76 -0.36 10.75 89.28 -0.69 15.30 3.11 -0.49 -0.33 4.55 4.56 0.15
Hp870cxi_white_hp_
paper
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Table 28. HP 870cxi inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_100%_cy
ab_riverPaper
49.77 -24.16 -49.24 49.76 -24.58 -48.50 0.41 -0.02 -0.41 0.74 -0.48 0.70
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_riverPaper
25.30 -0.50 -3.62 25.55 -1.12 0.24 3.57 0.26 -0.62 3.86 -2.51 3.00
Hp870cxM00%_ma
genta_riverPaper
46.03 66.48 12.07 46.08 66.08 11.67 0.20 0.05 -0.40 -0.40 -0.46 0.32
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low_riverPaper
85.16 3.33 86.84 85.03 3.04 88.07 0.32 -0.13 -0.28 1.23 1.22 0.33
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
b_riverPaper
61.05 -28.45 -39.91 61.01 -28.15 -40.03 0.18 -0.04 0.30 -0.12 -0.08 0.31
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_riverPaper
67.35 0.87 -2.42 67.00 0.43 -1.44 1.02 -0.35 -0.44 0.98 -1.07 0.11
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta_riverPaper
73.22 28.92 0.00 73.09 28.33 1.84 1.32 -0.14 -0.59 1.84 -0.53 1.86
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_riverPaper
90.56 -1.57 25.41 90.32 -1.93 27.90 1.20 -0.24 -0.37 2.49 2.51 0.20
Hp870cxi_white_rive
rPaper
93.26 1.21 -6.04 92.97 0.07 -1.41 3.76 -0.29 -1.14 4.64 -4.75 0.44
Table 29. Kodak xlt thermal sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
KodakXLT_100%_c
yan
41.30 -18.25 -54.66 40.42 -18.34 -55.69 0.93 -0.88 -0.09 -1.03 1.00 0.24
KodakXLT_100%_BI
ack*
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
KodakXLT_100%_M
agenta
26.83 63.57 -0.89 26.20 64.11 6.31 3.73 -0.62 0.54 7.20 0.84 7.17
KodakXLT_100%_Y
ellow
74.94 25.47 114.20 74.91 25.35 126.74 2.19 -0.03 -0.12 12.54 12.24 2.70
KodakXLT_50%_cy
an
66.61 -16.27 -33.70 66.72 -16.86 -32.17 0.89 0.11 -0.59 1.53 -1.10 1.21
KodakXLT 50% Bla
ck
54.11 -3.59 -3.98 54.05 -4.24 -1.05 2.74 -0.06 -0.65 2.93 -0.99 2.83
KodakXLT_50%_Ma
genta
64.19 37.03 -1.28 64.18 36.65 -0.10 0.77 -0.01 -0.38 1.18 -0.40 1.18
KodakXLT_50%_Yel
low
88.10 1.40 55.51 87.96 1.14 58.21 0.80 -0.14 -0.27 2.70 2.69 0.33
KodakXLT_White-
Paper
93.88 1.34 -2.53 93.67 0.91 -0.17 2.20 -0.22 -0.43 2.37 -1.94 1.42
* Samples colorimetric values couldn't be calculated due to instrumental noise in the fluorescent region and







Table 30. Lithographic web press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*




57.76 -34.58 -42.99 57.45 -34.99 -42.37 0.50 -0.31 -0.42 0.63 -0.22 0.72
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% black
19.57 0.79 -1.50 18.90 2.51 -3.91 2.83 -0.67 1.72 -2.41 2.95 0.25
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% magenta
50.17 67.81 -6.92 50.04 68.85 -10.15 1.57 -0.13 1.04 -3.23 1.43 3.07
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% yellow
85.88 -6.28 79.91 85.84 -6.12 78.84 0.24 -0.04 0.16 -1.07 -1.08 0.08
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% cyan
75.29 -13.69 -19.58 75.12 -14.49 -17.59 1.47 -0.17 -0.80 1.99 -1.10 1.84
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% black
62.53 -0.40 -1.53 62.57 -0.30 -0.72 0.76 0.04 0.10 0.81 -0.80 0.16
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% magenta
71.42 29.10 -5.16 71.34 29.23 -5.06 0.13 -0.08 0.13 0.10 0.11 0.13
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% yellow
88.21 -4.65 35.79 88.09 -4.89 37.38 0.63 -0.12 -0.23 1.59 1.61 0.03
printed white paper
web offset Litho
90.98 0.44 -0.75 90.81 0.08 0.87 1.65 -0.18 -0.35 1.63 0.01 1.66
Table 31. Sheetfeed lithographic press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Litho sheet feed
100% cyan
57.95 -21.82 -38.69 57.66 -22.26 -38.13 0.50 -0.29 -0.44 0.56 -0.27 0.66
Litho sheet feed
100% black
28.10 0.31 0.33 27.25 0.20 5.09 4.75 -0.85 -0.11 4.76 4.65 1.05
Litho sheet feed
100% Magenta
54.16 54.55 -1.26 53.94 54.64 -0.16 0.65 -0.22 0.09 1.10 0.08 1.10
Litho sheet feed
100% yellow
85.21 -3.45 71.62 85.10 -3.29 69.37 0.55 -0.11 0.16 -2.25 -2.26 0.05
Litho sheet feed
50% cyan
65.68 -17.02 -28.41 65.78 -17.53 -27.63 0.59 0.10 -0.50 0.77 -0.39 0.83
Litho sheet feed
50% black
39.91 0.58 -0.30 39.65 1.32 -0.76 0.89 -0.26 0.74 -0.46 0.87 0.05
Litho sheet feed
50% maqenta
63.42 38.16 -3.59 63.29 38.00 -1.17 1.54 -0.14 -0.16 2.43 -0.31 2.41
Litho sheet feed
50% yellow
85.79 -3.98 51.01 85.79 -4.28 53.14 0.65 0.00 -0.31 2.12 2.14 0.14
Litho sheet feed
white paper




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 32. Xerox inkjetprinter with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*




39.44 -19.18 -47.43 38.99 -19.28 -47.72 0.46 -0.45 -0.10 -0.29 0.31 0.02
Xerox-cyan-50%-
riverside
55.94 -15.86 -37.58 55.47 -16.98 -35.40 1.38 -0.46 -1.11 2.18 -1.53 1.91
Xerox-black-1 00%-
riverside
22.64 3.20 1.33 23.02 4.14 1.05 0.96 0.38 0.94 -0.28 0.80 0.56
Xerox-black-50%-
riverside
61.86 -2.45 5.50 61.73 -2.65 7.49 1.60 -0.13 -0.19 1.99 1.92 0.55
Xerox-MAGENTA-
1 00%-riverside
47.61 55.94 -0.59 47.30 55.63 2.94 1.94 -0.31 -0.31 3.52 -0.23 3.53
Xerox-MAGENTA-
50%-riverside
68.43 27.79 -2.21 68.14 27.46 0.66 2.04 -0.29 -0.33 2.87 -0.41 2.86
Xerox-white-paper-
riverside
93.09 1.42 -6.02 92.84 0.13 -1.05 4.03 -0.25 -1.29 4.97 -5.13 0.27
Xerox-yellow-1 00%-
riverside
85.95 -7.37 72.28 85.95 -7.30 70.94 0.31 0.00 0.07 -1.34 -1.34 0.07
Xerox-yellow-50%-
riverside
90.45 -6.14 32.25 90.35 -6.59 34.90 1.09 -0.09 -0.45 2.65 2.69 0.05
Summary
Table 33. Summary ofBispectral Vs Total Radiance using CIE D50 and tungsten lamp














Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Bispectral Vs. Total Radiance UsingMacbeth D50 Simulator
Using for Total Radiance Macbeth CE7000 Filtered
Table 34. 3M Colorproofsample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% cyan
51.49 -36.45 -46.02 51.57 -36.55 -46.13 0.09 0.08 -0.10 -0.11 0.15 0.02
3m-conventional film
proof 100% black
51.54 -4.07 -1.85 51.66 -3.91 -1.69 0.23 0.12 0.16 0.16 -0.21 0.08
3m-conventional film
proof 100% magenta
47.39 63.93 3.82 47.47 63.98 3.81 0.08 0.08 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.04
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
88.78 1.48 5.71 88.83 1.55 5.64 0.10 0.05 0.07 -0.07 -0.05 0.09
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
86.14 -3.14 84.24 86.19 -3.05 83.72 0.12 0.05 0.10 -0.52 -0.52 0.07
3m-conventional film
proof 50% cyan
67.57 -19.95 -26.12 67.68 -19.80 -26.15 0.14 0.10 0.15 -0.02 -0.07 0.13
3m-conventional film
proof 50% black
54.30 0.16 1.02 54.46 0.34 0.97 0.25 0.17 0.19 -0.05 0.00 0.19
3m-conventional film
proof 50% magenta
63.68 39.33 1.52 63.74 39.40 1.43 0.09 0.06 0.07 -0.10 0.06 0.10
3m-conventional film
proof 50% yellow
88.06 -2.86 50.17 88.09 -2.79 50.10 0.05 0.03 0.07 -0.07 -0.07 0.07
3m-conventional film
proof white film
90.17 0.69 5.38 90.18 0.71 5.25 0.11 0.02 0.02 -0.13 -0.12 0.04
Table 35. Epson digital color proof.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% cyan
42.95 -27.86 -59.20 43.10 -27.64 -58.98 0.17 0.14 0.22 0.21 -0.29 0.11
Printed Epson digital
proof 1 00% black
12.00 -0.05 -3.21 12.44 -0.46 -3.36 0.59 0.43 -0.40 -0.16 0.19 0.39
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% maqenta
46.83 72.14 0.56 46.98 71.88 0.64 0.16 0.14 -0.26 0.07 -0.26 0.08
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% Yellow
83.22 7.33 93.71 83.21 7.39 93.27 0.09 -0.01 0.07 -0.44 -0.43 0.10
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% white




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 36. Fujix Pictography thermal printer sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AEcw AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Fuji_Pict._100%_Cy
an
38.31 -35.37 -40.19 38.39 -35.93 -39.60 0.46 0.08 -0.56 0.60 -0.07 0.81
Fuji Pict. 100% Bla
ck
4.01 5.78 -6.17 4.73 6.41 -6.86 0.98 0.72 0.63 -0.68 0.93 0.01
Fuji_Pict._100%_Ma
genta
31.90 61.90 -8.14 31.91 61.69 -7.56 0.30 0.02 -0.21 0.59 -0.28 0.56
Fuji_Pict._100%_yell
ow
81.45 5.04 94.00 81.48 5.08 93.86 0.04 0.03 0.04 -0.14 -0.13 0.06
Fuji_Pict._50%_Cya
n
62.42 -17.14 -28.65 62.42 -17.50 -27.44 0.71 0.00 -0.36 1.21 -0.85 0.94
Fuji Pict. 50% Blac
k
50.35 -2.19 -10.33 50.37 -2.59 -9.69 0.59 0.01 -0.40 0.64 -0.53 0.54
Fuji_Pict._50%_Mag
enta
65.09 28.61 -6.52 65.18 28.45 -5.45 0.72 0.08 -0.16 1.06 -0.37 1.01
Fuji_Pict._50%_yello
w
87.58 -1.08 36.03 87.55 -1.03 37.02 0.38 -0.03 0.05 0.99 0.99 0.08
Fuji_Pict._white_pap
er
90.28 0.43 -3.85 90.22 0.14 -2.08 1.53 -0.05 -0.29 1.77 -1.79 0.12
Table 37. HP 870cxi inkjetprinter with HP premium glossy paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxM00%_cy
an_hp_paper
52.84 -30.75 -40.05 52.74 -31.31 -39.11 0.60 -0.11 -0.56 0.95 -0.40 1.02
Hp870cxM00%_bla
ck_hp_paper
36.11 -3.96 -4.52 36.21 -3.94 -3.92 0.52 0.10 0.01 0.60 -0.45 0.40
Hp870cxi_1 00%_ma
genta_hp paper
46.67 66.90 0.76 46.88 66.90 1.56 0.45 0.21 0.00 0.80 0.01 0.80
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low_hp paper
85.00 3.08 85.39 85.04 3.24 85.73 0.10 0.04 0.16 0.35 0.35 0.15
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
n_hp_paper
66.09 -20.56 -29.40 66.01 -21.18 -27.48 1.16 -0.08 -0.62 1.92 -1.18 1.63
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_hp_paper
72.53 0.41 -5.18 72.49 0.07 -2.87 1.90 -0.03 -0.33 2.31 -2.33 0.20
Hp870cxL50%_mag
enta_hp paper
77.45 17.22 -2.80 77.35 16.83 -0.09 2.14 -0.10 -0.39 2.71 -0.62 2.67
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_hp paper
89.59 -0.32 14.26 89.46 -0.62 17.23 1.82 -0.13 -0.30 2.96 2.97 0.21
Hp870cxi_white_hp_
paper




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 38. HP 870cxi inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*




48.57 -26.68 -51.11 48.65 -26.73 -51.22 0.08 0.07 -0.05 -0.11 0.12 0.02
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_riverPaper
25.30 -0.88 -2.95 25.37 -1.34 -3.89 0.92 0.07 -0.46 -0.94 1.04 0.15
Hp870cxi_1 00%_ma
qenta_riverPaper
45.42 64.74 11.70 45.60 64.64 11.31 0.26 0.18 -0.10 -0.39 -0.16 0.37
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low_riverPaper
85.64 4.69 86.50 85.74 4.86 85.96 0.17 0.10 0.17 -0.54 -0.53 0.20
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
b_riverPaper
60.14 -29.96 -41 .28 60.11 -30.10 -41.12 0.12 -0.03 -0.14 0.16 -0.05 0.21
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_riverPaper
67.11 0.61 -2.10 67.25 0.67 -1.42 0.65 0.14 0.06 0.68 -0.62 0.30
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta_riverPaper
73.08 27.54 1.17 73.09 27.41 2.12 0.67 0.01 -0.13 0.95 -0.07 0.95
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_riverPaper
90.65 -1.01 27.02 90.68 -1.09 28.21 0.54 0.03 -0.09 1.19 1.20 0.04
Hp870cxi_white_rive
rPaper
93.12 0.28 -3.26 93.03 -0.17 -0.98 2.03 -0.09 -0.45 2.28 -2.27 0.47
Table 39. Kodak xlt thermal sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
KodakXLT_100%_c
yan
40.12 -22.07 -56.08 40.25 -21.72 -55.66 0.21 0.13 0.35 0.42 -0.52 0.17
KodakXLT_100%_BI
ack*
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
KodakXLT_100%_M
agenta
26.75 60.01 0.63 26.84 59.60 0.93 0.21 0.09 -0.40 0.29 -0.40 0.30
KodakXLT_100%_Y
ellow
75.76 25.35 113.69 75.77 25.34 112.24 0.25 0.01 -0.01 -1.45 -1.42 0.30
KodakXLT_50%_cy
an
66.12 -17.57 -33.27 66.11 -17.82 -32.71 0.34 -0.02 -0.25 0.56 -0.38 0.48
KodakXLT 50% Bla
ck
54.23 -3.55 -2.77 54.19 -3.76 -2.10 0.65 -0.03 -0.21 0.67 -0.19 0.67
KodakXLT_50%_Ma
genta
64.17 35.27 0.42 64.15 35.19 1.45 0.67 -0.01 -0.08 1.03 -0.06 1.03
KodakXLT_50%_Yel
low
88.42 2.58 56.81 88.44 2.61 57.58 0.22 0.01 0.03 0.77 0.77 0.01
KodakXLT_White-
Paper
93.84 0.84 -1.08 93.85 0.73 -0.23 0.82 0.00 -0.10 0.85 -0.60 0.61
* Samples colorimetric values couldn't be calculated due to instrumental noise in the fluorescent region and






Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 40. Lithographic web press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% cyan
56.64 -36.48 -44.36 56.76 -36.39 -43.90 0.20 0.12 0.09 0.46 -0.41 0.22
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% black
19.83 0.37 -1.50 19.91 0.37 -1.55 0.09 0.08 -0.01 -0.05 0.04 0.02
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% magenta
49.72 65.81 -6.84 49.71 65.76 -6.13 0.36 -0.01 -0.06 0.72 -0.12 0.71
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% yellow
86.17 -4.22 80.17 86.17 -4.14 80.44 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.27 0.26 0.09
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% cyan
74.87 -14.19 -19.45 74.88 -14.33 -18.96 0.33 0.01 -0.14 0.49 -0.31 0.41
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% black
62.47 -0.59 -0.71 62.43 -0.69 -0.42 0.30 -0.04 -0.10 0.29 -0.11 0.28
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% magenta
71.23 27.84 -4.48 71.23 27.79 -3.74 0.52 0.00 -0.05 0.74 -0.16 0.73
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% yellow
88.39 -3.50 36.64 88.41 -3.48 37.09 0.18 0.02 0.02 0.45 0.45 0.06
printed white paper
web offset Litho
90.89 0.10 0.50 90.92 0.04 1.30 0.79 0.02 -0.06 0.80 0.79 0.13
Table 41. Sheetfeed lithographic press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Litho sheet feed
100% cyan
57.13 -23.09 -40.01 57.29 -22.96 -39.99 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.03 -0.09 0.10
Litho sheet feed
100% black
28.31 0.18 0.49 28.40 -0.05 -0.18 0.71 0.09 -0.23 -0.67 -0.34 0.63
Litho sheet feed
100% Maqenta
53.85 52.80 -1.58 53.94 52.77 -1.64 0.09 0.09 -0.03 -0.06 -0.02 0.06
Litho sheet feed
100% yellow
85.58 -1.81 71.20 85.66 -1.68 71.01 0.11 0.08 0.14 -0.19 -0.20 0.13
Litho sheet feed
50% cyan
65.23 -17.66 -29.31 65.25 -17.65 -29.42 0.06 0.02 0.01 -0.11 0.09 0.06
Litho sheet feed
50% black
40.08 0.39 -0.38 40.20 0.28 -0.42 0.16 0.12 -0.11 -0.04 -0.04 0.10
Litho sheet feed
50% maqenta
63.28 36.62 -3.46 63.35 36.59 -3.77 0.21 0.07 -0.04 -0.31 0.00 0.31
Litho sheet feed
50% yellow
86.11 -2.56 50.94 86.11 -2.55 50.77 0.05 -0.01 0.01 -0.17 -0.17 0.01
Litho sheet feed
white paper




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 42. Xerox inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Xerox-cyan-1 00%-
riverside
38.37 -21.76 -48.89 38.61 -21.62 -48.31 0.30 0.24 0.13 0.57 -0.58 0.11
Xerox-cyan-50%-
riverside
55.10 -17.64 -37.81 55.13 -18.02 -37.04 0.46 0.03 -0.38 0.78 -0.54 0.68
Xerox-black-1 00%-
riverside
22.58 3.09 1.81 22.84 2.72 0.90 0.93 0.27 -0.37 -0.91 -0.71 0.67
Xerox-black-50%-
riverside
61.64 -2.14 5.79 61.64 -2.27 6.27 0.39 0.00 -0.13 0.48 0.49 0.04
Xerox-MAGENTA-
1 00%-riverside
47.32 54.00 0.16 47.43 53.85 0.52 0.23 0.11 -0.15 0.37 -0.15 0.37
Xerox-MAGENTA-
50%-riverside
68.20 26.45 -0.64 68.19 26.22 0.64 0.92 -0.01 -0.23 1.28 -0.23 1.28
Xerox-white-paper-
riverside
92.95 0.43 -3.09 92.87 -0.04 -0.81 2.05 -0.08 -0.47 2.28 -2.31 0.30
Xerox-yellow-1 00%-
riverside
86.18 -5.20 71.79 86.18 -5.06 71.95 0.08 0.00 0.14 0.16 0.15 0.15
Xerox-yellow-50%-
riverside
90.52 -4.96 33.78 90.44 -5.05 35.07 0.52 -0.07 -0.10 1.29 1.29 0.09
Summary
Table 43. Summary ofBispectral Vs Total Radiance usingMacbeth D50 and xenon arc















Using for Total Radiance Macbeth Spectralight Filtered Tungsten
Table 44. 3M Colorproofsample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% cyan
51.49 -36.45 -46.02 51.47 -36.80 -46.16 0.14 -0.02 -0.35 -0.14 0.33 0.19
3m-conventional film
proof 100% black
51.54 -4.07 -1.85 51.66 -3.79 -1.42 0.46 0.12 0.28 0.42 -0.42 0.28
3m-conventional film
proof 100% magenta
47.39 63.93 3.82 47.39 64.15 4.03 0.12 0.00 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.20
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
88.78 1.48 5.71 88.82 1.56 5.63 0.11 0.04 0.08 -0.08 -0.06 0.10
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
86.14 -3.14 84.24 86.18 -3.02 83.99 0.08 0.04 0.12 -0.25 -0.25 0.11
3m-conventional film
proof 50% cyan
67.57 -19.95 -26.12 67.61 -19.91 -26.09 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.03 -0.05 0.02
3m-conventional film
proof 50% black
54.30 0.16 1.02 54.43 0.29 1.22 0.27 0.13 0.13 0.20 0.22 0.09
3m-conventional film
proof 50% magenta
63.68 39.33 1.52 63.67 39.43 1.47 0.05 -0.01 0.09 -0.05 0.09 0.06
3m-conventional film
proof 50% yellow
88.06 -2.86 50.17 88.09 -2.77 50.19 0.06 0.02 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.09
3m-conventional film
proof white film
90.17 0.69 5.38 90.15 0.70 5.25 0.11 -0.02 0.01 -0.14 -0.14 0.02
Table 45. Epson digital color proof.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% cyan
42.95 -27.86 -59.20 43.07 -27.89 -58.96 0.14 0.12 -0.03 0.23 -0.20 0.13
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% black
12.00 -0.05 -3.21 12.09 -0.55 -2.31 0.93 0.09 -0.50 0.89 -0.83 0.60
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% maqenta
46.83 72.14 0.56 46.96 71.92 0.59 0.14 0.13 -0.23 0.02 -0.23 0.03
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% Yellow
83.22 7.33 93.71 83.14 7.38 93.84 0.09 -0.08 0.05 0.13 0.13 0.04
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% white
90.29 1.03 -5.16 90.34 0.70 -3.28 1.54 0.05 -0.33 1.88 -1.91 0.05
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Table 46. Fujix Pictography thermal printer sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Fuji_Pict._100%_Cy
an
38.31 -35.37 -40.19 38.36 -35.85 -39.90 0.31 0.05 -0.48 0.29 0.10 0.55
Fuji Pict._1 00% Bla
ck
4.01 5.78 -6.17 4.30 7.41 -6.25 1.33 0.29 1.63 -0.07 1.23 1.06
Fuji_Pict._100%_Ma
genta
31.90 61.90 -8.14 31.93 61.66 -7.62 0.26 0.03 -0.24 0.52 -0.30 0.48
Fuji_Pict._100%_yell
ow
81.45 5.04 94.00 81.46 5.14 94.50 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.50 0.50 0.07
Fuji_Pict._50%_Cya
n
62.42 -17.14 -28.65 62.46 -17.34 -27.91 0.43 0.04 -0.20 0.75 -0.53 0.56
Fuji_Pict._50%_Blac
k
50.35 -2.19 -10.33 50.31 -2.60 -10.04 0.42 -0.04 -0.41 0.29 -0.19 0.46
Fuji_Pict._50%_Mag
enta
65.09 28.61 -6.52 65.20 28.46 -5.77 0.51 0.11 -0.15 0.74 -0.30 0.70
Fuji_Pict._50%_yello
w
87.58 -1.08 36.03 87.57 -1.04 36.77 0.28 -0.01 0.04 0.74 0.74 0.06
Fuji_Pict._white_pap
er
90.28 0.43 -3.85 90.25 0.18 -2.80 0.92 -0.03 -0.25 1.05 -1.06 0.16
Table 47. HP 870cxi inkjet printer with HP premium glossy paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxM00%_cy
an_hp_paper
52.84 -30.75 -40.05 52.76 -31.18 -39.39 0.44 -0.08 -0.43 0.66 -0.26 0.74
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_hp_paper
36.11 -3.96 -4.52 36.24 -3.79 -3.98 0.48 0.13 0.17 0.54 -0.51 0.24
Hp870cxi_1 00%_ma
genta_hp paper
46.67 66.90 0.76 46.96 67.13 1.39 0.43 0.29 0.23 0.63 0.24 0.62
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
lowjip paper
85.00 3.08 85.39 85.06 3.38 85.46 0.14 0.06 0.29 0.08 0.09 0.29
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
n_hp paper
66.09 -20.56 -29.40 66.08 -21.10 -28.25 0.76 -0.01 -0.54 1.14 -0.61 1.10
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_hp_paper
72.53 0.41 -5.18 72.56 0.15 -3.78 1.15 0.04 -0.25 1.40 -1.41 0.17
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta hp paper
77.45 17.22 -2.80 77.44 16.97 -1.24 1.22 -0.01 -0.25 1.55 -0.43 1.51
Hp870cxL50%_yell
ow_hp paper
89.59 -0.32 14.26 89.57 -0.61 16.21 1.21 -0.02 -0.29 1.95 1.95 0.24
Hp870cxi_white_hp_
paper





Table 48. HP 870cxi inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_100%_cy
ab_riverPaper
48.57 -26.68 -51.11 48.56 -26.66 -51.26 0.06 -0.01 0.03 -0.15 0.12 0.10
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_riverPaper
25.30 -0.88 -2.95 25.22 -1.40 -4.02 1.05 -0.07 -0.52 -1.07 1.18 0.17
Hp870cxM00%_ma
genta_riverPaper
45.42 64.74 11.70 45.42 65.05 11.61 0.10 0.00 0.31 -0.09 0.29 0.14
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low_riverPaper
85.64 4.69 86.50 85.71 4.98 86.56 0.14 0.07 0.29 0.06 0.08 0.29
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
b_riverPaper
60.14 -29.96 -41 .28 60.14 -30.09 -41.06 0.13 0.00 -0.13 0.22 -0.10 0.23
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_riverPaper
67.11 0.61 -2.10 67.25 0.81 -1.47 0.63 0.14 0.20 0.63 -0.51 0.42
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta_riverPaper
73.08 27.54 1.17 73.10 27.55 1.85 0.48 0.02 0.01 0.68 0.05 0.67
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_riverPaper
90.65 -1.01 27.02 90.71 -1.09 27.97 0.43 0.06 -0.08 0.95 0.95 0.04
Hp870cxi_white_rive
rPaper
93.12 0.28 -3.26 93.07 -0.10 -1.67 1.43 -0.05 -0.38 1.59 -1.60 0.34
Table 49. Kodak xlt thermal sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
KodakXLT_100%_c
yan
40.12 -22.07 -56.08 40.45 -21.49 -55.31 0.43 0.33 0.58 0.76 -0.92 0.26
KodakXLT 100% Bl
ack*
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
KodakXLT_100%_M
agenta
26.75 60.01 0.63 26.83 59.68 0.58 0.13 0.09 -0.33 -0.06 -0.33 0.05
KodakXLT_100%_Y
ellow
75.76 25.35 113.69 75.71 25.38 112.75 0.18 -0.06 0.03 -0.94 -0.91 0.23
KodakXLT_50%_cy
an
66.12 -17.57 -33.27 66.05 -17.80 -33.05 0.21 -0.07 -0.23 0.22 -0.08 0.31
KodakXLT 50% Bla
ck
54.23 -3.55 -2.77 54.17 -3.72 -2.57 0.25 -0.06 -0.17 0.20 0.02 0.26
KodakXLT_50%_Ma
genta
64.17 35.27 0.42 64.12 35.28 1.03 0.40 -0.05 0.01 0.61 0.02 0.61
KodakXLT_50%_Yel
low
88.42 2.58 56.81 88.45 2.62 57.21 0.12 0.03 0.04 0.40 0.40 0.03
KodakXLT_White-
Paper
93.84 0.84 -1.08 93.86 0.72 -0.57 0.50 0.02 -0.11 0.51 -0.45 0.27
* Samples colorimetric values couldn't be calculated due to instrumental noise in the fluorescent region and






Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 50. Lithographic web press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% cyan
56.64 -36.48 -44.36 56.68 -36.44 -44.04 0.13 0.04 0.03 0.32 -0.27 0.18
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% black
19.83 0.37 -1.50 19.75 0.42 -0.78 0.69 -0.08 0.05 0.73 -0.67 0.29
Printed Litho Web
feed 1 00% magenta
49.72 65.81 -6.84 49.81 65.63 -5.85 0.50 0.09 -0.19 1.00 -0.28 0.97
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% yellow
86.17 -4.22 80.17 86.19 -4.16 80.50 0.08 0.01 0.06 0.33 0.33 0.08
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% cyan
74.87 -14.19 -19.45 74.91 -14.25 -19.15 0.19 0.04 -0.06 0.29 -0.20 0.22
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% black
62.47 -0.59 -0.71 62.40 -0.78 -0.60 0.23 -0.08 -0.19 0.11 0.06 0.21
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% magenta
71.23 27.84 -4.48 71.23 27.84 -3.84 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.64 -0.10 0.64
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% yellow
88.39 -3.50 36.64 88.40 -3.48 36.99 0.13 0.01 0.01 0.35 0.35 0.05
printed white paper
web offset Litho
90.89 0.10 0.50 90.92 0.03 1.11 0.60 0.03 -0.07 0.61 0.60 0.12
Table 51. Sheetfeed lithographic press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Litho sheet feed
100% cyan
57.13 -23.09 -40.01 57.29 -22.95 -39.88 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.14 -0.19 0.05
Litho sheet feed
100% black
28.31 0.18 0.49 28.52 0.05 0.11 0.45 0.21 -0.13 -0.38 -0.40 0.02
Litho sheet feed
100% Maqenta
53.85 52.80 -1.58 53.89 52.85 -1.66 0.06 0.04 0.05 -0.07 0.05 0.07
Litho sheet feed
100% yellow
85.58 -1.81 71.20 85.64 -1.65 71.55 0.13 0.06 0.16 0.35 0.35 0.17
Litho sheet feed
50% cyan
65.23 -17.66 -29.31 65.19 -17.68 -29.40 0.05 -0.04 -0.02 -0.09 0.08 0.03
Litho sheet feed
50% black
40.08 0.39 -0.38 40.22 0.33 -0.22 0.22 0.14 -0.06 0.16 -0.15 0.09
Litho sheet feed
50% maqenta
63.28 36.62 -3.46 63.29 36.55 -3.82 0.24 0.01 -0.07 -0.36 -0.04 0.37
Litho sheet feed
50% yellow
86.11 -2.56 50.94 86.09 -2.56 50.70 0.08 -0.02 0.00 -0.24 -0.24 0.01
Litho sheet feed
white paper




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 52. Xerox inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*




38.37 -21.76 -48.89 38.56 -21.36 -48.36 0.28 0.19 0.40 0.53 -0.64 0.15
Xerox-cyan-50%-
riverside
55.10 -17.64 -37.81 55.17 -17.88 -37.29 0.30 0.07 -0.24 0.52 -0.37 0.43
Xerox-black- 1 00%-
riverside
22.58 3.09 1.81 22.26 2.92 0.86 0.94 -0.31 -0.17 -0.95 -0.54 0.80
Xerox-black-50%-
riverside
61.64 -2.14 5.79 61.64 -2.29 6.08 0.25 0.01 -0.15 0.29 0.32 0.04
Xerox-MAGENTA-
1 00%-riverside
47.32 54.00 0.16 47.32 54.10 0.32 0.09 0.00 0.09 0.16 0.09 0.16
Xerox-MAGENTA-
50%-riverside
68.20 26.45 -0.64 68.23 26.28 0.24 0.63 0.03 -0.17 0.88 -0.17 0.88
Xerox-white-paper-
riverside
92.95 0.43 -3.09 92.91 0.06 -1.58 1.36 -0.04 -0.36 1.51 -1.54 0.21
Xerox-yel low- 1 00%-
riverside
86.18 -5.20 71.79 86.17 -5.08 72.13 0.10 -0.01 0.12 0.34 0.33 0.14
Xerox-yellow-50%-
riverside
90.52 -4.96 33.78 90.46 -5.04 34.68 0.36 -0.06 -0.08 0.89 0.90 0.05
Summary
Table 53. Summary ofBispectral Vs Total Radiance using Macbeth D50 and tungsten















Using for Total Radiance Macbeth Tungsten
Table 54. 3M Colorproofsample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% cyan
51.49 -36.45 -46.02 51.42 -36.39 -45.33 0.27 -0.08 0.05 0.69 -0.57 0.39
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% black
51.54 -4.07 -1.85 51.41 -3.63 -4.17 2.17 -0.13 0.44 -2.32 1.06 2.11
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% magenta
47.39 63.93 3.82 47.48 63.76 1.87 0.99 0.09 -0.17 -1.94 -0.26 1.93
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
88.78 1.48 5.71 88.72 1.28 6.44 0.63 -0.06 -0.20 0.73 0.67 0.36
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% Yellow
86.14 -3.14 84.24 86.11 -3.31 84.70 0.12 -0.03 -0.16 0.46 0.47 0.14
3m-conventional film
proof 50% cyan
67.57 -19.95 -26.12 67.50 -19.83 -26.11 0.10 -0.07 0.12 0.01 -0.08 0.09
3m-conventional film
proof 50% black
54.30 0.16 1.02 54.17 0.36 0.15 0.87 -0.13 0.20 -0.87 -0.64 0.62
3m-conventional film
proof 50% magenta
63.68 39.33 1.52 63.68 39.15 1.93 0.27 0.00 -0.18 0.41 -0.16 0.42
3m-conventional film
proof 50% yellow
88.06 -2.86 50.17 88.02 -3.04 50.61 0.17 -0.04 -0.18 0.44 0.45 0.15
3m-conventional film
proof white film
90.17 0.69 5.38 90.22 0.43 6.15 0.67 0.05 -0.26 0.77 0.74 0.34
Table 55. Epson digital color proof.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Epson digital
proof 1 00% cyan
42.95 -27.86 -59.20 42.59 -27.98 -59.17 0.36 -0.36 -0.12 0.03 0.03 0.12
Printed Epson digital
proof 1 00% black
12.00 -0.05 -3.21 12.03 2.94 -10.31 6.77 0.03 3.00 -7.10 7.52 1.72
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% maqenta
46.83 72.14 0.56 46.48 72.69 2.54 1.02 -0.36 0.55 1.98 0.59 1.96
Printed Epson digital
proof 1 00% Yellow
83.22 7.33 93.71 83.34 7.14 92.44 0.27 0.12 -0.19 -1.27 -1.28 0.09
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% white




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 56. Fujix Pictography thermal printer sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Fuji_Pict._100%_Cy
an
38.31 -35.37 -40.19 37.99 -36.22 -38.50 1.05 -0.32 -0.85 1.69 -0.68 1.77
Fuji Pict. 100% Bla
ck
4.01 5.78 -6.17 4.23 4.97 -7.29 1.23 0.21 -0.82 -1.11 0.36 1.33
Fuji_Pict._100%_Ma
genta
31.90 61.90 -8.14 31.82 62.36 -8.89 0.38 -0.08 0.46 -0.74 0.55 0.67
Fuji_Pict._100%_yell
ow
81.45 5.04 94.00 81.40 4.95 94.46 0.11 -0.05 -0.09 0.46 0.46 0.12
Fuji_Pict._50%_Cya
n
62.42 -17.14 -28.65 62.17 -17.91 -26.56 1.32 -0.26 -0.76 2.09 -1.35 1.76
Fuji Pict. 50% Blac
k
50.35 -2.19 -10.33 50.37 -2.17 -8.82 1.04 0.01 0.02 1.52 -1.48 0.32
Fuji_Pict._50%_Mag
enta
65.09 28.61 -6.52 64.77 28.56 -4.47 1.44 -0.32 -0.05 2.05 -0.44 2.00
Fuji_Pict._50%_yello
w
87.58 -1.08 36.03 87.51 -1.06 36.17 0.20 -0.07 0.01 0.15 0.15 0.06
Fuji_Pict._white_pap
er
90.28 0.43 -3.85 90.15 0.00 -1.40 2.12 -0.12 -0.43 2.45 -2.47 0.26
Table 57. HP 870cxi inkjetprinter with HP premium glossy paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_100%_cy
an_hp_paper
52.84 -30.75 -40.05 52.92 -30.19 -40.29 0.35 0.08 0.57 -0.23 -0.15 0.59
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_hp_paper
36.11 -3.96 -4.52 35.84 -4.41 -3.42 1.11 -0.27 -0.46 1.10 -0.42 1.11
Hp870cxi_100%_ma
genta hp paper
46.67 66.90 0.76 46.19 66.59 3.17 1.30 -0.47 -0.31 2.40 -0.24 2.41
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low hp paper
85.00 3.08 85.39 84.88 2.65 89.20 0.83 -0.12 -0.43 3.81 3.80 0.55
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
n_hp paper
66.09 -20.56 -29.40 65.84 -21.31 -26.56 1.67 -0.24 -0.75 2.83 -1.82 2.30
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_hp paper
72.53 0.41 -5.18 72.19 -0.32 -1.20 3.32 -0.33 -0.73 3.98 -3.96 0.87
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta hp paper
77.45 17.22 -2.80 77.15 16.59 1.72 3.60 -0.30 -0.63 4.52 -0.77 4.50
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_hp paper
89.59 -0.32 14.26 89.35 -0.40 16.41 1.33 -0.24 -0.08 2.14 2.15 0.03
Hp870cxi_wh ite_hp_
paper




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 58. HP 870cxi inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_1 00%_cy
ab_riverPaper
48.57 -26.68 -51.11 48.54 -27.40 -50.00 0.65 -0.03 -0.72 1.11 -0.64 1.16
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_riverPaper
25.30 -0.88 -2.95 25.45 -1.89 3.60 6.32 0.16 -1.02 6.55 0.99 6.55
Hp870cxM 00%_ma
genta_riverPaper
45.42 64.74 11.70 45.50 64.22 12.06 0.27 0.08 -0.52 0.36 -0.44 0.45
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low_riverPaper
85.64 4.69 86.50 85.57 4.41 86.79 0.16 -0.07 -0.28 0.29 0.28 0.29
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
b_riverPaper
60.14 -29.96 -41.28 60.13 -29.62 -41 .64 0.28 -0.01 0.34 -0.36 0.09 0.48
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_riverPaper
67.11 0.61 -2.10 66.86 0.28 -1.53 0.66 -0.26 -0.33 0.57 -0.63 0.19
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta_riverPaper
73.08 27.54 1.17 73.00 27.12 2.48 0.96 -0.08 -0.42 1.31 -0.33 1.34
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_riverPaper
90.65 -1.01 27.02 90.48 -1.23 28.59 0.74 -0.16 -0.22 1.57 1.58 0.16
Hp870cxi_white_rive
rPaper
93.12 0.28 -3.26 93.01 -0.22 -0.92 2.09 -0.11 -0.50 2.33 -2.32 0.56
Table 59. Kodak xlt thermal sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
KodakXLT_100%_c
yan
40.12 -22.07 -56.08 39.55 -22.04 -57.23 0.69 -0.58 0.03 -1.16 1.07 0.45
KodakXLT_100%_BI
ack*
N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
KodakXLT_100%_M
agenta
26.75 60.01 0.63 26.52 59.95 5.91 2.79 -0.23 -0.05 5.28 0.24 5.28
KodakXLT_100%_Y
ellow
75.76 25.35 113.69 75.81 25.15 122.68 1.59 0.04 -0.20 8.98 8.74 2.08
KodakXLT_50%_cy
an
66.12 -17.57 -33.27 66.17 -17.93 -32.15 0.62 0.05 -0.36 1.12 -0.81 0.85
KodakXLT 50% Bla
ck
54.23 -3.55 -2.77 54.29 -3.97 -0.94 1.76 0.06 -0.43 1.83 -0.42 1.84
KodakXLT_50%_Ma
genta
64.17 35.27 0.42 64.19 35.03 0.77 0.25 0.02 -0.24 0.35 -0.23 0.35
KodakXLT_50%_Yel
low
88.42 2.58 56.81 88.37 2.37 58.22 0.42 -0.06 -0.20 1.41 1.40 0.26
KodakXLT_White-
Paper
93.84 0.84 -1.08 93.74 0.63 0.23 1.28 -0.10 -0.20 1.30 -0.69 1.12
* Samples colorimetric values couldn't be calculated due to instrumental noise in the fluorescent region and





Evaluation ofBispectral Spectrophotometry for
Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 60. Lithographic web press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab*
AC* AEab
Printed Litho Web
feed 1 00% cyan
56.64 -36.48 -44.36 56.42 -36.52 -44.36 0.22 -0.22 -0.04 0.00 0.03 0.04
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% black
19.83 0.37 -1.50 19.84 2.07 -7.01 5.39 0.02 1.70 -5.51 5.76 0.15
Printed Litho Web
feed 1 00% magenta
49.72 65.81 -6.84 49.69 66.65 -10.87 1.98 -0.02 0.84 -4.03 1.37 3.88
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% yellow
86.17 -4.22 80.17 86.16 -4.19 79.38 0.17 -0.01 0.03 -0.79 -0.79 0.03
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% cyan
74.87 -14.19 -19.45 74.82 -14.62 -18.33 0.80 -0.06 -0.42 1.11 -0.63 1.01
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% black
62.47 -0.59 -0.71 62.53 -0.63 0.17 0.87 0.06 -0.04 0.88 -0.27 0.84
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% magenta
71.23 27.84 -4.48 71.21 28.07 -5.51 0.70 -0.02 0.23 -1.03 0.41 0.97
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% yellow
88.39 -3.50 36.64 88.32 -3.66 37.47 0.33 -0.06 -0.17 0.83 0.84 0.09
printed white paper
web offset Litho
90.89 0.10 0.50 90.80 -0.04 1.18 0.69 -0.09 -0.13 0.68 0.67 0.17
Table 61. Sheetfeed lithographic press sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* A* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Litho sheet feed
100% cyan
57.13 -23.09 -40.01 56.91 -23.50 -39.47 0.44 -0.23 -0.40 0.54 -0.26 0.62
Litho sheet feed
100% black
28.31 0.18 0.49 27.79 0.04 4.79 4.23 -0.52 -0.14 4.30 4.26 0.55
Litho sheet feed
100% Maqenta
53.85 52.80 -1.58 53.73 52.71 -0.40 0.67 -0.12 -0.09 1.18 -0.11 1.18
Litho sheet feed
100% yellow
85.58 -1.81 71.20 85.49 -1.71 68.85 0.57 -0.09 0.10 -2.35 -2.35 0.04
Litho sheet feed
50% cyan
65.23 -17.66 -29.31 65.33 -17.96 -28.89 0.34 0.10 -0.30 0.42 -0.20 0.48
Litho sheet feed
50% black
40.08 0.39 -0.38 39.92 0.76 -0.90 0.64 -0.16 0.37 -0.51 0.63 0.07
Litho sheet feed
50% maqenta
63.28 36.62 -3.46 63.22 36.29 -0.81 1.70 -0.06 -0.34 2.65 -0.49 2.63
Litho sheet feed
50% yellow
86.11 -2.56 50.94 86.16 -2.80 52.36 0.45 0.05 -0.24 1.41 1.42 0.17
Litho sheet feed
white paper





Table 62. Xerox inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Method Total Radiance Color Difference
L* a* b* L* A* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Xerox-cyan-1 00%-
riverside
38.37 -21.76 -48.89 38.06 -21.75 -49.60 0.40 -0.31 0.01 -0.71 0.65 0.30
Xerox-cyan-50%-
riverside
55.10 -17.64 -37.81 54.84 -18.06 -36.66 0.67 -0.26 -0.42 1.15 -0.86 0.87
Xerox-black- 1 00%-
riverside
22.58 3.09 1.81 22.88 2.74 4.91 2.86 0.31 -0.34 3.10 2.05 2.36
Xerox-black-50%-
riverside
61.64 -2.14 5.79 61.54 -2.22 7.20 1.12 -0.10 -0.08 1.41 1.36 0.38
Xerox-MAGENTA-
1 00%-riverside
47.32 54.00 0.16 47.17 53.58 3.23 1.71 -0.15 -0.42 3.07 -0.32 3.08
Xerox-MAGENTA-
50%-riverside
68.20 26.45 -0.64 68.03 26.26 1.21 1.34 -0.17 -0.18 1.85 -0.16 1.85
Xerox-white-paper-
riverside
92.95 0.43 -3.09 92.86 -0.29 -0.06 2.77 -0.09 -0.72 3.02 -2.82 1.31
Xerox-yel low- 1 00%-
riverside
86.18 -5.20 71.79 86.18 -5.25 70.92 0.21 0.00 -0.05 -0.87 -0.87 0.11
Xerox-yellow-50%-
riverside
90.52 -4.96 33.78 90.52 -5.26 35.20 0.57 0.01 -0.31 1.41 1.44 0.10
Summary
Table 63. Summary ofBispectral Vs Total Radiance using Macbeth D50 and tungsten














Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Source Vs. Illuminant (Color differences between CIE D50 Vs Macbeth D50
in the bispectralmethod)
Table 64. 3M Colorproofsample.
Bispectral Macbeth
D50
Bispectral CIE D50 Color Difference
L* a* b* L* A* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% cyan
51.49 -36.45 -46.02 52.57 -34.64 -44.12 1.30 1.08 1.81 1.90 -2.61 0.24
3m-conventional film
proof 100% black
51.54 -4.07 -1.85 51.63 -3.99 -1.49 0.34 0.09 0.08 0.36 -0.21 0.30
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% magenta
47.39 63.93 3.82 47.43 65.81 3.73 0.49 0.03 1.87 -0.09 1.86 0.20
3m-conventional film
proof 100% Yellow
88.78 1.48 5.71 88.71 1.43 5.60 0.12 -0.07 -0.05 -0.11 -0.12 0.02
3m-conventional film
proof 1 00% Yellow
86.14 -3.14 84.24 85.73 -5.04 85.03 0.94 -0.41 -1.90 0.79 0.89 1.86
3m-conventional film
proof 50% cyan
67.57 -19.95 -26.12 68.20 -19.66 -24.94 0.84 0.62 0.29 1.18 -1.11 0.50
3m-conventional film
proof 50% black
54.30 0.16 1.02 54.30 0.16 1.06 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.05 0.00
3m-conventional film
proof 50% magenta
63.68 39.33 1.52 63.57 40.64 1.47 0.49 -0.11 1.31 -0.05 1.31 0.10
3m-conventional film
proof 50% yellow
88.06 -2.86 50.17 87.79 -4.34 50.33 0.88 -0.27 -1.48 0.15 0.26 1.47
3m-conventional film
proof white film
90.17 0.69 5.38 90.08 0.57 5.29 0.16 -0.09 -0.12 -0.09 -0.11 0.11
Table 65. Epson digital colorproof.
Bispectral Macbeth
D50
Bispectral CIE D50 Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% cyan
42.95 -27.86 -59.20 44.46 -24.65 -56.92 2.00 1.50 3.21 2.27 -3.39 1.99
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% black
12.00 -0.05 -3.21 11.97 1.20 -3.50 1.22 -0.03 1.25 -0.30 0.50 1.19
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% magenta
46.83 72.14 0.56 47.15 74.41 0.58 0.62 0.31 2.27 0.02 2.27 0.03
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% Yellow
83.22 7.33 93.71 82.57 6.32 93.71 0.77 -0.65 -1.01 0.00 -0.08 1.00
Printed Epson digital
proof 100% white





Table 66. Fujix Pictography thermal printer sample.
Bispectral Macbeth
D50
Bispectral CIE D50 Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Fuji_Pict._100%_Cy
an
38.31 -35.37 -40.19 39.21 -32.64 -39.73 1.47 0.90 2.73 0.47 -2.13 1.78
Fuji Pict. 100% Bla
ck
4.01 5.78 -6.17 3.64 7.45 -7.49 1.58 -0.38 1.66 -1.31 2.10 0.28
Fuji_Pict._100%_Ma
genta
31.90 61.90 -8.14 32.36 64.77 -8.75 0.90 0.46 2.87 -0.60 2.93 0.22
Fuji_Pict._100%_yell
ow
81.45 5.04 94.00 80.81 3.95 93.58 0.78 -0.64 -1.09 -0.41 -0.46 1.07
Fuji_Pict._50%_Cya
n
62.42 -17.14 -28.65 63.03 -15.38 -29.92 1.56 0.61 1.76 -1.27 0.26 2.15
Fuji Pict. 50% Blac
k
50.35 -2.19 -10.33 50.54 -1.47 -11.54 1.08 0.18 0.72 -1.21 1.07 0.91
Fuji_Pict._50%_Mag
enta
65.09 28.61 -6.52 65.25 30.28 -8.23 1.25 0.16 1.67 -1.72 2.04 1.26
Fuji_Pict._50%_yello
w
87.58 -1.08 36.03 87.44 -2.08 34.59 0.88 -0.14 -1.01 -1.44 -1.39 1.07
Fuji_Pict._white_pap
er
90.28 0.43 -3.85 90.55 1.14 -6.51 2.37 0.27 0.71 -2.66 2.74 0.31
Table 67. HP 870cxi inkjetprinter with HP premium glossy paper sample.
Bispectral Macbeth
D50
Bispectral CIE D50 Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_100%_cy
an_hp_paper
52.84 -30.75 -40.05 53.79 -28.70 -39.85 1.35 0.95 2.05 0.20 -1.38 1.52
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_hp_paper
36.11 -3.96 -4.52 36.31 -3.80 -5.12 0.58 0.21 0.16 -0.60 0.37 0.50
Hp870cxi_100%_ma
genta_hp paper
46.67 66.90 0.76 47.11 69.08 0.20 0.76 0.44 2.18 -0.56 2.18 0.58
Hp870cxM00%_yel
low_hp_paper
85.00 3.08 85.39 84.59 1.57 84.53 0.79 -0.41 -1.51 -0.85 -0.90 1.49
Hp870cxL50%_cya
n_hp paper
66.09 -20.56 -29.40 67.01 -18.87 -30.94 1.74 0.93 1.69 -1.54 0.37 2.26
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_hp_paper
72.53 0.41 -5.18 72.92 1.06 -7.93 2.33 0.39 0.66 -2.75 2.80 0.35
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
entajip paper
77.45 17.22 -2.80 77.77 18.62 -6.30 2.74 0.32 1.40 -3.51 2.21 3.06
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_hp paper
89.59 -0.32 14.26 89.76 -0.36 10.75 2.15 0.17 -0.04 -3.51 -3.51 0.14
Hp870cxi_white_hp_
paper




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Table 68. HP 870cxi inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Macbeth
D50
Bispectral CIE D50 Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Hp870cxi_100%_cy
abjiverPaper
48.57 -26.68 -51.11 49.77 -24.16 -49.24 1.62 1.20 2.52 1.87 -2.81 1.41
Hp870cxi_100%_bla
ck_riverPaper
25.30 -0.88 -2.95 25.30 -0.50 -3.62 0.70 0.00 0.37 -0.67 0.58 0.51
Hp870cxi_100%_ma
genta_riverPaper
45.42 64.74 11.70 46.03 66.48 12.07 0.76 0.61 1.75 0.37 1.78 0.05
Hp870cxi_100%_yel
low_riverPaper
85.64 4.69 86.50 85.16 3.33 86.84 0.77 -0.48 -1.36 0.34 0.28 1.38
Hp870cxi_50%_cya
b_riverPaper
60.14 -29.96 -41 .28 61.05 -28.45 -39.91 1.12 0.91 1.51 1.37 -2.00 0.43
Hp870cxi_50%_blac
k_riverPaper
67.11 0.61 -2.10 67.35 0.87 -2.42 0.44 0.24 0.26 -0.31 0.38 0.15
Hp870cxi_50%_mag
enta_riverPaper
73.08 27.54 1.17 73.22 28.92 0.00 1.05 0.14 1.38 -1.17 1.36 1.20
Hp870cxi_50%_yell
ow_riverPaper
90.65 -1.01 27.02 90.56 -1.57 25.41 0.85 -0.09 -0.56 -1.61 -1.58 0.64
Hp870cxi_white_rive
rPaper
93.12 0.28 -3.26 93.26 1.21 -6.04 2.57 0.14 0.93 -2.79 2.90 0.50
Table 69. Kodak xlt thermal sample.
Bispectral Macbeth
D50
Bispectral CIE D50 Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
KodakXLT_100%_c
yan




N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
KodakXLT_100%_M
agenta
26.75 60.01 0.63 26.83 63.57 -0.89 1.25 0.08 3.57 -1.52 3.57 1.52
KodakXLT_100%_Y
ellow
75.76 25.35 113.69 74.94 25.47 114.20 0.83 -0.82 0.12 0.51 0.53 0.02
KodakXLT_50%_cy
an
66.12 -17.57 -33.27 66.61 -16.27 -33.70 1.00 0.49 1.30 -0.43 -0.20 1.35
KodakXLT 50% Bla
ck
54.23 -3.55 -2.77 54.11 -3.59 -3.98 1.08 -0.12 -0.05 -1.21 0.86 0.85
KodakXLT_50%_Ma
genta
64.17 35.27 0.42 64.19 37.03 -1.28 1.30 0.03 1.76 -1.70 1.77 1.68
KodakXLT_50%_Yel
low
88.42 2.58 56.81 88.10 1.40 55.51 0.78 -0.32 -1.17 -1.30 -1.34 1.13
KodakXLT_White-
Paper
93.84 0.84 -1.08 93.88 1.34 -2.53 1.46 0.04 0.51 -1.46 1.50 0.34
* Samples colorimetric values couldn't be calculated due to instrumental noise in the fluorescent region and
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Table 70. Lithographic web press sample.
Bispectral Macbeth
D50
Bispectral CIE O50 Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% cyan
56.64 -36.48 -44.36 57.76 -34.58 -42.99 1.32 1.11 1.90 1.37 -2.26 0.61
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% black
19.83 0.37 -1.50 19.57 0.79 -1.50 0.48 -0.26 0.42 0.00 0.14 0.39
Printed Litho Web
feed 100% magenta
49.72 65.81 -6.84 50.17 67.81 -6.92 0.68 0.46 2.00 -0.07 1.99 0.13
Printed Litho Web
feed 1 00% yellow
86.17 -4.22 80.17 85.88 -6.28 79.91 0.99 -0.29 -2.06 -0.26 -0.12 2.08
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% cyan
74.87 -14.19 -19.45 75.29 -13.69 -19.58 0.56 0.42 0.51 -0.14 -0.18 0.49
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% black
62.47 -0.59 -0.71 62.53 -0.40 -1.53 0.82 0.06 0.19 -0.82 0.65 0.53
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% magenta
71.23 27.84 -4.48 71.42 29.10 -5.16 0.71 0.19 1.27 -0.68 1.36 0.46
Printed Litho Web
feed 40% yellow
88.39 -3.50 36.64 88.21 -4.65 35.79 0.86 -0.17 -1.16 -0.85 -0.72 1.24
Printed white paper
web offset Litho
90.89 0.10 0.50 90.98 0.44 -0.75 1.29 0.09 0.34 -1.25 0.36 1.24
Table 71. Sheetfeed lithographic press sample.
Bispectral Macbeth
D50
Bispectral CIE D50 Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Litho sheet feed
100% cyan
57.13 -23.09 -40.01 57.95 -21 .82 -38.69 1.03 0.82 1.27 1.32 -1.78 0.45
Litho sheet feed
100% black
28.31 0.18 0.49 28.10 0.31 0.33 0.29 -0.21 0.12 -0.16 -0.07 0.19
Litho sheet feed
100% Maqenta
53.85 52.80 -1.58 54.16 54.55 -1.26 0.64 0.31 1.75 0.32 1.74 0.37
Litho sheet feed
100% yellow
85.58 -1.81 71.20 85.21 -3.45 71.62 0.87 -0.37 -1.64 0.42 0.48 1.62
Litho sheet feed
50% cyan
65.23 -17.66 -29.31 65.68 -17.02 -28.41 0.63 0.45 0.64 0.91 -1.10 0.08
Litho sheet feed
50% black
40.08 0.39 -0.38 39.91 0.58 -0.30 0.27 -0.17 0.19 0.09 0.11 0.18
Litho sheet feed
50% maqenta
63.28 36.62 -3.46 63.42 38.16 -3.59 0.60 0.15 1.54 -0.13 1.54 0.02
Litho sheet feed
50% yellow
86.11 -2.56 50.94 85.79 -3.98 51.01 0.87 -0.33 -1.42 0.07 0.16 1.41
Litho sheet feed
white paper
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Table 72. Xerox inkjet printer with Riverside paper sample.
Bispectral Macbeth
D50
Bispectral CIE D50 Color Difference
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AL* Aa* Ab* AC* AEab
Xerox-cyan -1 00%-
riverside
38.37 -21 .76 -48.89 39.44 -19.18 -47.43 1.62 1.06 2.58 1.46 -2.35 1.80
Xerox-cyan-50%-
riverside
55.10 -17.64 -37.81 55.94 -15.86 -37.58 1.30 0.83 1.78 0.23 -0.93 1.53
Xerox-black- 1 00%-
riverside
22.58 3.09 1.81 22.64 3.20 1.33 0.47 0.06 0.12 -0.48 -0.11 0.48
Xerox-black-50%-
riverside
61.64 -2.14 5.79 61.86 -2.45 5.50 0.44 0.22 -0.31 -0.29 -0.15 0.40
Xerox-MAGENTA-
1 00%-riverside
47.32 54.00 0.16 47.61 55.94 -0.59 0.75 0.29 1.93 -0.74 1.94 0.74
Xerox-MAGENTA-
50%-riverside
68.20 26.45 -0.64 68.43 27.79 -2.21 1.28 0.23 1.34 -1.57 1.42 1.50
Xerox-white-paper-
riverside
92.95 0.43 -3.09 93.09 1.42 -6.02 2.73 0.14 0.99 -2.94 3.07 0.41
Xerox-yellow-1 00%-
riverside
86.18 -5.20 71.79 85.95 -7.37 72.28 1.06 -0.23 -2.17 0.49 0.67 2.12
Xerox-yellow-50%-
riverside
90.52 -4.96 33.78 90.45 -6.14 32.25 1.08 -0.07 -1.18 -1.54 -1.32 1.42
Summary













Evaluation ofBispectral Spectrophotometry for
Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Results recapitulation
Table 74. Summary average ofall comparisons
Specified
source














Average AE94 0.65 0.90 1.57 0.41 0.53 1.25 1.10
Max AE94 2.98 4.52 10.08 1.75 2.85 6.77 3.59
Min AE94 0.00 0.05 0.08 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.05
Samples above
>1 AE94
16 23 38 9 9 32 34
Samples above
>2 AE94
6 9 20 0 5 13 10
Std Dev 0.67 1.03 1.62 0.41 0.60 1.36 0.68
Figure 14. AE94 summary by color patch ofbispectral vs total radiance using CIE D50
and tungsten lamp
AE94 Bispectral Vs. Total Radiance Tungsten
as light source (CIE D50)




Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Figure 15. AE94 summary by colorpatch ofbispectral vs total radiance using CIE D50
and xenon lamp








Avergae DE94 STD DEV
Figure 16. AE94 summary by color patch ofbispectral vs total radiance using CIE D50
and tungsten filtered lamp
AE94 Bispectral VS Total Radiance using
Daylight source (tungsten filtered lamp)
CIE D50 Tables





Figure 17. AE94 summary by color patch ofbispectral vs total radiance usingMacbeth
D50 and tungsten lamp
A E94 Bispectral VS Total Radiance using Tungsten
lamp Mabecth D50
? Avergae DE94 STD DEV
Figure 18. AE94 summary by color patch ofbispectral vs total radiance using Macbeth
D50 andXenon lamp
A E94 Bispectral VS TotalRadiance usingXenon
lamp & (Mabecth D50)
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Figure 19. AE94 summary by colorpatch ofbispectral vs total radiance using Macbeth
D50 and tungsten filtered lamp
AE94 Bispectral VS Total Radiance using


































Avergae DE94 STD DEV
Figure 20. AE94 summary by color patch ofbispectral using CIE D50 vs bispectral using
Macbeth D50
A E94 Bispectral Mabecth D50 Vs. Bispectral CIE
D50




^ Accurate Colorimetry ofPrinting Materials
Figures 14 through 19 show the average AE*94 of all the printed samples. They were
classified by percentage of area coverage and color patch. Overall the samples with the
largest color differences are the papers themselves. This is because most modern high
quality manufactured paper contains optical brighteners to enhance the whiteness. On a
second level, in terms of color differences, the 50% solids were positioned, which again
most of the color difference can be blamed to miscalculation of the fluorescent
components coming from the paper. Although in general, the color differences values
seem small this does not necessarily means that this will not affect drastically color
reproduction. The overall low values can be associated to the mixture of different ink
types and printing process, the non- fluorescent ink samples diminished the overall
average from those containing fluorescence. The maximum and minimum in Table 74
shows the contrast from the different varieties of samples analyzed.
There is also a significant difference whether to use spectral power distribution (SPD) of
CIE D50 tables or daylight simulator SPD to make colorimetric calculations. Altogether
the CIE tables created a higher color differences than the daylight simulator source. This
difference can also be appreciated in Table 74 and in Figure 19 where, a summary of the
different methods employed to analyze the samples are expressed in terms of AE94. Also
in the last column is shown the color difference from two bispectral methods one using
CIE D50 tables and the other using daylight simulator SPD.
In general, with the CEE D50 light source, about 29% percent of the samples analyzed
have a AE94 above 1.0. In practical terms this color difference would be noticeable if
existed. However in this case there is no difference to notice, it is simply a measurement
error that would be propagated through the color management chain.
The averages hide the different substrates contribution, as well as the different types of
inks contribution from the different printing processes. Since the samples cover a variety





summary table, but if we look to the individual tables it can be observed the different
contributions.
Although, vectorial color errors were only shown in figures 11-13. There was no point to
plot for the rest of the comparisons since these plots do not show any specific trend, the
other comparisons (Bispectral spectrophotometry Vs. conventional methods) will have
similar behavior.
Instrument Precision
Table 75 Precision evaluation based on short, medium, and long term by MCDM using
BCRA series II ceramic tile in AE94 units.
Tile Short-Term Mid-term Long-term
White 0.33 0.40 0.41
Light Gray 0.34 0.33 0.36
Mid Gray 0.22 0.26 0.25
Dark Gray 0.26 0.26 0.74
Black 1.05 0.69 1.3
Pink 0.24 0.24 0.23
Red 0.22 0.35 0.42
Orange 0.37 0.33 0.47
Green 0.48 0.52 0.5
Yellow 0.37 0.36 0.44
Light Blue 0.75 0.72 0.71
Dark Blue 0.37 0.47 0.54
MCDM 0.42 0.41 0.53
The precision realized in is based in MCDM (Mean Color Difference of the Mean) this a
"quick a dirty" way to look at the precision without getting into spectrophotometric
precision at each wavelength. This is not a complete precision evaluation, but gives an
idea how the instrument is working. Table 75 shows the MCDM for BCRA serie II
ceramic tiles. The colorimetric values of the BCRA series II ceramic tiles were calculated
using
2
observer and CEE D50 tables in 10 nm increment which is the same way the
BFC-450 (bispectralphotometer) does the calculations. They were compared against the





From the 13 days (Table 3) the tiles were measured days 3,4,5,6 were used for short term
precision while days 7,9,8,12 for mid-term precision and days 1,6,10,13 for long-term
precision evaluation.
The highest precision error occurs in the black tile at a low radiance factor where the
instrument fails to perform adequately due to instrument's noise. In general the precision
of the instrument maintained stable throughout the different evaluation terms.
InstrumentAccuracy
Table 76Accuracy based on BCRA series II ceramic tiles by AE94
BCRA II CIELAB from data of
NCR
Average CIELAB values from 5 time without replacement
in BFC-450
L* a* b* L* a* b*
AE94 AEab
White 95.73 -0.24 1.83 95.45 -0.07 1.59 0.39 0.14
Light Gray 82.73 -0.42 0.68 82.59 -0.26 0.47 0.29 0.03
Mid Gray 55.85 -0.46 0.24 55.65 -0.29 0.04 0.33 0.14
Dark Gray 26.12 -0.38 0.94 26.09 -0.29 0.73 0.22 0.01
Black 5.42 -1.35 0.18 5.59 -1.11 0.02 0.32 0.14
Pink 41.15 31.58 7.58 41.00 31.08 7.67 0.28 0.21
Red 36.16 58.86 45.64 35.90 58.35 45.06 0.33 0.15
Orange 67.21 43.87 67.47 66.76 44.28 67.24 0.50 0.47
Green 50.67 -33.65 13.29 50.37 -32.69 12.77 0.51 0.14
Yellow 84.82 0.77 86.75 84.43 1.21 86.02 0.47 0.45
Light Blue 49.37 -19.25 -34.82 48.95 -18.17 -35.22 0.83 1.14
Dark Blue 8.33 17.93 -34.11 8.27 17.61 -33.87 0.18 0.17
Mean 0.39 0.27
Std Dev 0.17 0.31
Table 76 shows the CIELAB values for the tiles. One side of the Table contains the
colorimetric values that were calculated from the radiance factor provided by the NRC
and in the other half contains the average of the colorimetric values of measuring each
tile 5 times without replacement. Both colorimetric calculations were made using
2
observer and CIE D50. In the specification fact sheet provided by Labspehere it states
about a 0.3 ARab of standard deviation error which it was there error resulting from this





Colorimetric values of samples other than the Printedmaterial
Table 77 Colorimetric values ofnon-printedmaterial compared with Xenon Arc lamp
Bispectral method Total radiance method using as
instrument lamp Xenon




Green 87.69 -27.92 52.90 88.11 -28.42 53.67 0.48
Orange 76.36 41.00 51.07 78.00 43.41 53.78 1.88
Yellow 88.74 -20.03 60.08 89.12 -20.43 60.73 0.44
Magenta 72.15 53.64 -4.29 73.98 56.09 -1.31 2.60
Red 67.40 64.40 20.64 69.65 66.82 24.24 2.74
Paint sample ( oxford
index card)
Colorations paint Red 72.50 84.32 43.66 75.75 87.81 48.72 3.61
Colorations paint Orange 110.24 61.87 33.87 96.68 79.03 65.77 17.53
Colorations paint Blue 51.48 -21 .99 -50.86 51.48 -23.11 -48.77 1.11
Colorations paint Green 78.89 -85.12 59.91 80.29 -86.76 61.44 1.46
Colorations paint Yellow 102.79 -34.23 96.61 103.95 -34.41 98.35 1.21
Alex poster paint Magenta 67.36 49.77 -7.76 68.18 51.15 -6.29 1.30
Alex poster paint Green 82.33 -38.14 47.70 82.81 -38.74 48.10 0.52
Sanford highlighter
(oxford index cards)
Sample 98.24 -26.30 103.38 98.78 -25.77 103.93 0.60
Crayola markers ( oxford
index cards)
Electric Lime 94.56 -18.32 32.24 94.96 -18.66 33.50 0.65
Magic Mint 86.89 -21.51 8.40 87.07 -22.09 9.55 0.81
Purple Pizzazz 81.36 28.26 -8.49 81.85 29.22 -7.36 1.09
Hot Magenta 84.00 33.13 -4.11 84.87 34.63 -2.21 1.69
Hot pink 73.76 75.98 -5.54 75.96 78.11 -1.71 2.90
Infra Red 52.10 65.96 35.14 52.42 66.35 35.50 0.35
Laser Lemon 97.29 -12.94 106.79 98.17 -12.11 108.15 0.98
Outrageous Orange 90.64 18.70 19.63 91.89 20.80 22.04 1.91
Unmellow Yellow 96.06 -8.58 37.01 96.80 -8.05 39.09 1.20
Shocking Pink 84.06 46.29 -0.48 85.57 48.48 2.42 2.38
Atomic Tangerine 95.03 10.89 42.17 96.70 12.86 45.39 2.17
Blizarrd Blue 80.30 -14.32 -17.23 80.19 -14.78 -15.63 1.15
Index Card
Sample 91.91 0.57 2.29 91.89 0.55 2.63 0.31
Golf Ball
White 95.54 -4.48 -15.68 95.25 -5.13 -13.00 1.81
Orange 71.39 49.62 32.24 73.27 52.47 35.35 2.25
Yellow 109.26 -32.15 65.40 110.45 -31.67 68.30 1.54
Macbetch color checker





Table 77 (Continued )
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94
Textiles
Light Blue 53.50 -27.48 -31.99 53.49 -29.13 -28.93 2.05
Magenta 47.22 77.76 -5.19 49.50 80.11 -1.29 2.97
Magenta un cut 46.00 77.01 -5.69 48.11 79.39 -1.96 2.81
Orange 65.59 53.38 61.96 67.83 56.02 65.71 2.46
Yellow 97.85 -38.43 83.87 98.51 -38.80 86.20 0.84
Plastic film
Orange 50.21 71.96 56.69 52.01 73.50 58.44 1.87
Green 51.99 -50.29 11.85 52.03 -50.22 11.57 0.15
White 80.37 -1.35 -4.01 80.38 -1.35 -4.07 0.05
White plastic (ciba white
scale)
Num 11 82.55 -1.17 -2.84 82.59 -1.17 -2.97 0.12
Num 12 94.00 1.72 -6.96 93.76 0.31 -1.90 3.98
Num 10 94.76 2.07 -8.68 94.48 0.39 -2.05 4.89
Num 8 94.65 0.64 -4.17 94.54 -0.18 -0.73 2.99
Num 9 93.73 0.73 -2.54 93.65 0.18 -0.30 2.07
Baked Scupley III polymer
clay
94.04 0.75 -3.51 93.95 -0.03 -0.63 2.57
Green 61.73 -69.39 42.77 62.71 -70.91 44.20 1.09
Blue 31.05 0.96 -32.79 31.15 0.61 -30.78 0.85
Orange 69.63 77.44 75.47 73.55 81.78 82.30 4.21
Purple 33.73 48.99 -23.30 33.96 50.54 -22.73 0.76
Red 46.46 59.87 35.33 47.93 61.78 37.92 1.74
Yellow 90.82 -11.63 87.77 92.59 -11.31 90.87 1.90
Radiant color Pigments
(hercules)
Blue 45.35 -17.12 -55.43 45.38 -18.81 -52.62 1.46
Cerise 70.77 97.35 44.94 74.29 100.72 51.74 4.07
Chartreuse 102.29 -23.15 103.82 103.16 -21.87 105.63 1.10
Green 76.23 -87.74 63.60 76.98 -87.16 64.67 0.88
Magenta 63.90 93.12 24.69 66.73 96.10 29.48 3.32
Orange 82.53 86.02 101.05 86.66 89.73 107.20 4.27
Orange Red 71.72 94.80 78.20 75.43 98.85 84.22 3.93
Orange Yellow 93.65 59.76 119.83 97.44 62.53 126.04 3.91
Pink 70.40 97.85 16.02 73.55 101.07 21.63 3.79
Red 66.87 93.38 60.85 70.06 97.21 66.36 3.48
3M Scotchlite
Retroreflective Sheeting
Orange grided 50.57 34.61 53.99 50.69 35.03 54.34 0.20
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In Table 78 there are some selected samples of different printing technologies. These
selected samples exhibit considerable amount of fluorescence (for not being considered
fluorescent at normal viewing conditions) and do not necessarily correspond to the
maxima found. Choosing CIE D50 as specified and xenon arc lamp as instrument light
source was just an arbitrary decision to show these examples.
Table 78. Individual color difference ofselected samples using CIE D50 as specified
illuminantfor colorimetric calculations
Bispectral Method Total RadianceMethod
using Xenon Arc lamp
L* a* b* L* a* b* AE94
Fluorescent
Orange Golf ball 71.39 49.62 32.21 73.27 52.47 35.35 2.25
Green Plastic 61.73 -69.39 42.77 62.71 -70.91 44.2 1.09
Xeror White paper for
inkjet
93.08 1.42 -6.02 92.90 .29 -1.812 3.42
50% Magenta Kodak
XLT Thermal printer
64.19 37.03 -1.28 61.138 36.72 0.64 1.24
Lithography white paper 90.98 .44 -.075 90.99 .12 0.92 1.68
50% Yellow in Riverside
paper from HP870 cxi
90.56 -1.57 25.41 90.56 -1.88 27.7 1.08
50% Cyan in HPpaper
from HP870 cxi
67.01 -18.87 -30.94 66.78 -20.29 -27.35 2.24
100% Cyan in HPpaper
from HP870 cxi
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V. Conclusions
Main discussion
In the present work most of the color errors in the set of samples occur in the lower
percentage of dot coverage mainly due to the paper contribution to fluorescence. These
contributions already discussed can be attributed to the manufacturing process of the
substrate. The findings may not applied in general to any printed material since they are
dependent of ink properties, and there is some ink that by nature contains fluorescent
components.
Although not shown here, there weren't significant vectorial overall trends in the color
difference in the CIELAB coordinates. This is an important point to mention because
since there were no specific trends it is harder to find corrections, correlation or
conversions factors from the conventional spectrophotometry approach to the bispectral
method. This may not hold true for specific and indivudal set of samples.
For colorimetric calculations using SPDs of CIE D50 tables compare to actual D50
simulators, they can create different levels of color differences but the AE94 deviation can
be considered evenly distributed in the two D50 sources.
One last thing to mention is that a typical error in a good image printer characterization is
in the order of 2.0 AE94 units. The current results show that fluorescence measurement
errors can be a big contribution (or perhaps the main contribution) to these errors. So far
some critical image reproduction, it is necessary to take into account the fluorescence
contribution to the color error. Also it can be noticed that some of the individual printed
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The goal of this work has been to evaluate the relative effect of fluorescence and its
importance when calculating CIELAB colorimetric values. From this it is important to be
aware that this effect might have consequences in the final output (any media) in terms of
the overall accuracy of color reproduction. It also highlights a more accurate way to
measure color to take into account these phenomena. It has been undoubtedly shown how
the AE94 values are significantly affected due to the way in which the fluorescence is
measured.
A final output of this research will be the creation of a database of bispectral
measurements of printing, and other materials that will be made freely available on the
internet for use by other researchers.
Further investigation and Analysis
Still there is a lot of information and data that can be interpreted an analyzed in many
different ways, this is just a glimpse of what it can be done. There is a lot more that can
be look at in this research. The database is one of the legacies of this research that can be
utilized as staring point for future studies.
Analyzing individual trends and check for factors to correct the measurement error,
a more thorough precision and accuracy tests using spectral errors instead colorimetric
errors, the translation of fluorescent color errors into wrongful color management, and
last but not least how significant are the paper fluorescent components vs ink. These are
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Created by Sergio Gonzalez
Aim: to make an easier interface to handle the fluorescent database and its
analysis
pro qui t_event, event ; event for killing program




e = size (input_array)
IF (n_elements (input_array) /3 ) EQ 1 THEN BEGIN
cie_ch = fltarr(5, e[2]-l)
cie_ch[0 : 2 , 0] = input_array [ 0 : 2 , 0 ]
cie_ch[3, 0] = ( ( input_array [ 1 , 0] "2. 0) + ( input_array [ 2 , 0]/s2.0))/M0.5)
cie_ch[4,0] = 180 * (atan ( input_array [ 1 , 0 ] /input_array [2 , 0 ] ) / ! pi )
ENDIF ELSE BEGIN
cie_ch = fltarr(5, e[2])
cie_ch[0:2, *] = input_array [ 0 : 2 , * ]
cie_ch [ 3 , * ] = ( ( input_array [ 1 , * ] ^2 . 0 ) + ( input_array [2,*]^2.0))A(0.5)




function col_diff_94, ref_array, test_array
ref_array = cie_ch (ref_array)
test_array = cie_ch ( test_array )
e = size (ref_array)
delta_e = f ltarr ( 6 , e [2 ] )
delta_e[l,*] = ref_array [0, *] -test_array [0, *]
delta_e[2,*] = ref_array [1, *] -test_array [1, *]
delta_e[3,*] = ref_array [2 , *] -test_array [2 , *]
delta_e[4,*] = ref_array [3 , *] -test_array [3 , *]
for I=0L, (e[2]-l) do begin
if (ref_array[l,I] * test_array [2 , I] ) GT (ref_array [1, I] * test_array [2 , I] )
then begin
CCaabb= ( (ref_array [3 , I] *test_array [3 , I] ) - (ref_array [2 , I] *test_array [2 , I] )
(ref_array [1, I] *test_array [1, I] ) )
delta_e[5,I]=(-2*CCaabb) "(0.5)
endif else begin
CCaabb=( (ref_array [3 , I] *test_array [3 , I] ) - (ref_array [2 , I] *test_array [2 , I] )




delta_e[0,*] = ( (delta_e [1 , * ] "2 ) +
( (delta_e[4, *] / (1+ ( 0 . 045*test_array [3 , *] ) ) ) "2) +
((delta_e[5,*]/ (1+ (0 . 015*test_array [3 , *] ) ) ) A2) ) A(0.5)
return, delta_e
end ; col 1 DE94 col2 DL* col3 Da* col4 Db* col5
dDC*
; function bispectral , infomat
;widget_control, event . top, get_uvalue=info
;rexit= [xt,yt, zt,white]
; return, rexit;x,y, z of the bispectral method;
;end
Function cielab , xyz_array, white_point ; returns cie values
result = (n_elements (xyz_array) /3 . 0)
cie_array=fltarr (3 , result)
XnYnZn = f ltarr (3 , result)
Xn = white_point (0)
Yn = white_point (1)
Zn = white_point (2)
;; Compute different X/Xn, Y/Yn and Z/Zn values when below 0.008856
for I=0L, (result-1) do begin
if (xyz_array[0,I] / Xn) GT 0.008856 then begin
XnYnZn[0,I] = (xyz_array [0, I] / Xn)A(l. 0/3.0)
endif else begin
XnYnZn[0,I] = (7.787 * (xyz_array [0 , I] / Xn) ) + (16.0/116.0)
endelse
if (xyz_array[l,I] / Yn) GT 0.008856 then begin
XnYnZn[l,I] = (xyz_array [ 1 , I] / Yn)A(l. 0/3.0)
endif else begin
XnYnZn[l,I] = (7.787 * (xyz_array [ 1 , 1 ] / Yn) ) + (16.0/116.0)
endelse
if (xyz_array[2,I] / Zn) GT 0.008856 then begin
XnYnZn[2,I] = (xyz_array [2 , I] / Zn) A (1 . 0/3 . 0)
endif else begin
XnYnZn[2,I] = (7.787 * (xyz_array [2 , 1] / Zn) ) + (16.0/116.0)
endelse
endfor
;; Use different L* calculation for Y/Yn values below 0.008856
for I=0L, (result-1) do begin
if (xyz_array[l,I] / Yn) GT 0.008856 then begin
cie_array[0, I] = (116 * XnYnZn[l,I]) - 16
endif else begin
cie_array[0, I] = (903.3 * (xyz_array [1 , I] / Yn) )
endelse
endfor
cie_array[l, *] = 500* (XnYnZn [0 , * ] - XnYnZn[l,*])
cie_array[2, *] = 200* (XnYnZn [1 ] - XnYnZn[2,*])
Return, cie_array ; Retruns cie values Lab
End
Xxxxxxxxxxxx y~\ v" /-\ f~t g$/~\ i I -y ^h ^ v~^ z^ ^xxxx^xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
pro plotervect, event
; Drop list to compare bi_besptral Vs total Radiance
; ********* getting light to simulate total radiance method
desc = [ '0, LABEL, llumination Option, CENTER', $
'1, BASE,, ROW, FRAME ',$
'0, BUTTON, Macbeth Xenon (ce7000) Linear Extrapolation | Macbeth Xenon Cte
(ce7000) | Macbeth Xenon CTE normlized|MacBeth Spectralight CTE Tungsten | User
defined, Exclusive, frame, LABEL_TOP=Illuminat for Total Radiance Method: , COLUMN,
TAG=bgl ' , $
;'2, BUTTON, D65 Tables | MB Xenon Daylight |MC D50 Simulator | MB Tungsten D65|User
defined, EXCLUSIVE, LABEL_TOP=Light sorce: , COLUMN, TAG=bg2 ' , $
;'0, TEXT, , LABEL_LEFT=Enter File name:, WIDTH=12 , TAG=fname
'
, $
;'0, INTEGER, 0, LABEL_LEFT=File size:, WIDTH=6, TAG=fsize', $
'1, BASE, , ROW , $
'0, BUTTON, OK, QUIT, TAG=OK ' , $
'2, BUTTON, Cancel, QUIT']
a = CW_FORM(desc,tITLE=" Source of llumination for Total Radiance Method",
/COLUMN)
widget_control, event. top, get_uvalue=info
If( a.bgl eq 0) then begin ; FOR ligth
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title= 'Chosen light '$
, 'Macbeth Xenon with linear extrapolation')
openr, lun, 'c:\summer research 99\labsphere\tables\xenonli.dat', /get_lun




info . ilum_tr=data ( 1 , * )
free_lun, lun
endif
Iff a.bgl eq 1) then begin ; FOR light
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title= 'Chosen light '$
, 'Macbeth Xenon with cte extrapolation')





readf , lun, data
info . ilum_tr=data ( 1 , * )
free_lun, lun
endif
Iff a.bgl eq 2) then begin ; FOR ligth
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title= 'Chosen light '$
, 'Macbeth Xenon with cte extrapolation & Normalized at
560nm' )






info . i lum_tr=data ( 1 , * )
free_lun, lun
endif
Iff a.bgl eq 3) then begin ; FOR ligth
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title= 'Chosen light '$
, 'Macbeth Spectralight Tungsten from Ligthbooth Normalized @ 560 nm' )





readf , lun , data
info . i lum_tr=data ( 1 , * )
free_lun, lun
endif
If (a.bgl eq 4) then begin ; FOR ligthsource
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title= 'Warning: Choosing Ligth Spurce info',$
'Make sure the file has 107 values from 300 to 830 in steps of 5nm your
the first line of the file must be the description')
f ile=pickf ile (path= ' c : \summer research
99\labsphere\tables\ ' , filter=' * )




readf , lun, data




widget_control, event. top, set_uvalue=info
widget_control, event . top, show=l
; ***************** Calcualting CIELAB values in Bispectral mehtod
widget_control , event . top, get_uvalue=info
cievalueT=f ltarr ( 3 , info . nf )
namesamp=strarr (3 , info.nf )





openr, lun, file, /get_lun
readf, lun, data
readf , lun , infomat
free_lun, lun
infomat=infomat (1:49,*)
namesamp ( 0 , m) =data ( 2 )
namesamp ( 1 , m) =data ( 3 )
namesamp ( 2 , m) =data ( 8 )
theta=f ltarr (41) ; contiene los stimulus
thetam=fltarr (49, 41) ; matrix de los stimulus ya con ilumni
ilum=fltarr (41) ; ilum
ilumc=fltarr (49) ; ilum correcto
for i=0,48 do ilumc ( i) =info . ilumf i*2 ) ; se come alguneos porque va de 5
en 5 nm y asise va de 10 en 10 nm
for i =0,48 do the tain ( I , * ) =infomat ( I , * ) * ilumc ( i) ; la matrix mutlipicada
por el iluminant
for i=0,40 do begin
; (Columna, renglon)
ilum(i) =info. ilum( (i+8) *2) ; ilumincaionde de 5 nm pasada a 10 nm comleta
de todo el spectro
end
theta=total ( thetam, 1) ; stimuli values
obsl0=fltarr(3,41)
for i=0,40 do begin
obslO ( * , i) =info.obs ( * , (i) *2 ) ; making the correct 10 deg observer
end
k=1007 ( (ilum##obslO(l, *) ) )
;xyz of the bispectral mehtod
XT=k*(theta##obslO(0, *) )
yT=k* ( theta##obslO ( 1 , * ) )
ZT=k*(theta##obslO(2,*) )
;For Cielab Values
Xn=( (ilum##obsl0(0, *) ) / (ilum##obsl0 ( 1 ,
* ) ) ) *100
Yn=100.00
Zn=( (ilum##obsl0(2,*) ) / ( ilum##obsl0 (1 ,
* ) ) ) *100
white= [xn, yn, zn]






;making the total radiance method
widget_control , event . top, get_uvalue=info
cievalueTR=f ltarr (3 , info.nf )
namesamp=strarr ( 3 , info . nf )
fOR M=0, ( (INFO.NF) -1) DO BEGIN
DATA=sindgen(12)
Infomat=fltarr (50, 41)
FILE=INFO . FILES (M)
,-Reading data




infomat=infomat (1 :49, *)
namesamp ( 0 , m) =data ( 2 )
namesamp ( 1 , m) =data ( 3 )
namesamp ( 2 , m) =data ( 8 )
theta_pre=f ltarr (41) ; contiene los stimulus
theta=f ltarr (41) ; contiene los stimulus
thetam=f ltarr (49, 41) ; matrix de los stimulus ya con ilumni
ilum=fltarr (41) ; ilum para hacer CIE calculation
ilumc=fltarr (49) ; ilum correcto ligth
ilumtr_mod=fltarr (41) ; ilum del instrumento desde 380
ilumc_tr=f ltarr (49) ; ilum correcto ligth source of the instrument
for i=0,48 do ilumc (i ) =info. ilum(i*2 ) ; se come alguneos porque va de 5
en 5 nm y asise va de 10 en 10 nm
for i=0,48 do ilumc_tr ( i ) =info . ilum_tr ( i*2 )
for i=0,48 do thetam(I , * ) =infomat (I, * ) *ilumc (i) *ilumc_tr ( i) ; la matrix
mutlipicada por el iluminant del instrumento
for i=0,40 do begin
; (Columna, renglon)
ilum(i) =info. ilum( (i+8) *2) ; ilumincaionde de 5 nm pasada a 10 nm comleta
ddesde 380
ilumtr_mod(i) =info.ilum_tr ( (i+8) *2) ; ilumincaionde de 5 nm pasada a 10 nm
desde 380
end
theta_pre=total (thetam, 1) ; stimuli values
;taking out the ilumination trying to make it illuminant independant
for i=0,40 do theta(I)=theta_pre(I)/ilumtr_mod(i)
obsl0=fltarr(3,41)
for i=0,40 do begin
obsl0(*,i)=info.obs(*, (i)*2) ; making the correct 10 deg observer
end
k=100/( (ilum##obsl0(l,*) ) )
,-xyz of the bispectral mehtod
XT=k* (theta##obslO (0, *) )
yT=k* (theta##obslO (1, *) )
ZT=k* (theta##obslO (2, *) )
;For Cielab Values
Xn=( (ilum##obsl0 (0, *) ) / ( ilum##obsl0 ( 1 , *) ) ) *100
Yn=100.00
Zn=( (ilum##obsl0(2, *) ) / ( ilum##obsl0 (1 , *) ) )*100
white= [xn,yn, zn]
cievalueTr (*,m) =cielab( [xT,yT, zT] , white)
end
;print , namesamp
Print, 'Total radiance Method CIEVALUEs'
Print, cievaluetr
Print, 'Delta E 94 BispectralVs .Total Radiance'
delta_e=col_dif f_94 (cievaluetr, cievaluet)
Print, delta_e




;widget_control , event . top, get_uvalue=info ; bring global vars
;Rrr=DIALOG_MESSAGE( 'Make sure you have calculated CIE diff)
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE ( ' Do you want all plot in the same window?? ', /question)
;refcievalues = transpose( [ [lm] , [am] , [bm] ] ) ; info .CIE (0 : 2 , 0:info.m(l) -1)
;cievalues=transpose( [ [lp] , [ap] , [bp] ] ) ; info.CIE (5:7, 0:info.m(l) -1)




plot, devalues (1, * ) , devalues (0, *) ,psym=5, symsize= . 5, background= (2A64-
1) ,color=0,xtitle = 'a*', ytitle = 'L*', title='L* vs a* Error Vector'





plot, devalues (1, *) , devalues (2 , *) ,psym=5, symsize= . 5 , background= (2A64-
1) ,color=0,xtitle = 'b*', ytitle = 'a*', title='a* vs b* Error Vector'





plot, devalues (2, *) , devalues (0, *) ,psym=5, symsize= . 5 , background= (2A64-
1) ,color=0,xtitle = 'b*', ytitle = 'L*', title='L* vs b* Error Vector'
arrow, refcievalues [2 , *] , refcievalues [0, *] , devalues [2, *] , devalues [0, *] , /data,co
lor=0
endif
if (result eq 'Yes') then begin
Ip.multi = [0,2,2]
;L* vs a*
plot, devalues (1, * ) , devalues (0, * ) ,psym=5, symsize= . 5 , background^ (2A64-
1) ,color=0 ,xtitle = 'a*', ytitle = 'L*', title='L* vs a* Error Vector'
arrow, refcievalues [1, *] , refcievalues [0, *] , devalues [1, *] , devalues [0, *] , /data, co
lor=0
;a* vs b*
plot, devalues ( 1 , * ) , devalues (2 , * ) , psym=5 , symsize= . 5 , background= (2A64-
1) ,color=0, xtitle = 'b*', ytitle = 'a*', title='a* vs b* Error Vector'
arrow, refcievalues [1, *] , refcievalues [2 , *] , devalues [1, *] , devalues [2 , *] , /data, co
lor=0
;L* vs b*
plot, devalues (2 , * ) , devalues (0, *) ,psym=5 , symsize= . 5 , background= (2A64-
1) ,color=0, xtitle = 'b*', ytitle = 'L*', title='L* vs b* Error Vector'





; cielabchpr=cie_ch (devalues )




; para hacer D94 de info en la drop list comprarando el methos bi_besptral Vs
total Radiance
.********* getting light to simlate total radiance method
desc = [ '0, LABEL, llumination Option, CENTER', $
'1, BASE,, ROW, FRAME', $
'0, BUTTON, Macbeth Xenon (ce7000 ) Linear Extrapolation | Macbeth Xenon Cte
(ce7000) | Macbeth Xenon CTE normlized|MacBeth Spectralight CTE Tungsten | User
defined, Exclusive, frame, LABEL_TOP=Illuminat for Total Radiance Method: , COLUMN,
TAG=bgl ' , $
;'2, BUTTON, D65 Tables | MB Xenon Daylight |MC D50 Simulator | MB Tungsten D65|User
defined, EXCLUSIVE, LABEL_TOP=Light sorce: , COLUMN, TAG=bg2 ' , $
;'0, TEXT, , LABEL_LEFT=Enter File name:, WIDTH=12 , TAG=fname ' , $
;'0, INTEGER, 0, LABEL_LEFT=File size:, WIDTH=6, TAG=fsize', $
'1, BASE, , ROW' , $
'0, BUTTON, OK, QUIT, TAG=OK' , $
'2, BUTTON, Cancel, QUIT']
a = CW_FORM(desc, tITLE=" Source of llumination for Total Radiance Method"
/COLUMN)
widget_control, event. top, get_uvalue=info
If( a.bgl eq 0) then begin ; FOR ligth
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title='Chosen light '$
, 'Macbeth Xenon with linear extrapolation')








If( a.bgl eq 1) then begin ; FOR ligth
Result =
DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title=' Chosen light '$
, 'Macbeth Xenon with cte extrapolation')





readf , lun , data
info . ilum__tr=data ( 1 , * )
freelun, lun
endif
If( a.bgl eq 2) then begin ; FOR ligth
Result =
DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title='Chosen light '$
, 'Macbeth Xenon with cte extrapolation & Normalized at
560nm' )






info . ilum_tr=data ( 1 , * )
freelun, lun
endif
Iff a.bgl eq 3) then begin ; FOR ligth
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title='Chosen light '$
, 'Macbeth Spectralight Tungsten from Ligthbooth Normalized @ 560 nm' )






info. ilum_tr=data (1, *)
free_lun, lun
endif
If (a.bgl eq 4) then begin ; FOR ligthsource
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title= 'Warning: Choosing Ligth Spurce info',$
'Make sure the file has 107 values from 300 to 830 in steps of 5nm your
the first line of the file must be the description')
f ile=pickf ile (path= ' c : \summer research
99\labsphere\tables\'
, f ilter= ' * .dat ' )









widget_control, event. top, set_uvalue=info
widget_control , event . top, show=l
.***************** calcualting Cielab values in Bispectgralmehtod
widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
cievalueT=f ltarr ( 3 , info . nf )
namesamp=strarr ( 3 , info . nf )










namesamp ( 0 , m) =data ( 2 )
namesamp ( 1 , m) =data ( 3 )
namesamp (2 ,m) =data (8)
theta=f ltarr (41) ; contains stimulus
thetam=f ltarr (49, 41) ; matrix with stimulus and lightsource
ilum=f ltarr (41) ; ilum
ilumc=f ltarr (49) ; ilum correct
for i=0,48 do ilumc ( i) =info . ilum(i*2 ) ;5 nm steps to 10 nm
for i=0,48 do thetam( I , * ) =infomat (I, * ) *ilumc (i) ; matrix times illuminant
for i=0,40 do begin
; (Columna, row)
ilum(i) =info . ilum( ( i+8) *2 ) ; from 5 nm step to 10 nm
end
theta=total ( thetam, 1) ; stimuli values
obsl0=fltarr(3,41)
for i=0,40 do begin
obslO ( * , i) =info.obs ( * , (i) *2 ) ; making the correct 10 deg observer
end
k=100/ ( (ilum##obsl0 (1, *) ) )
;xyz of the bispectral mehtod
XT=k* (theta##obslO(0, *) )
yT=k* (theta##obslO(l, *) )
ZT=k*(theta##obslO(2, *) )
;For Cielab Values
Xn=( (ilum##obsl0(0,*) ) / (ilum##obsl0 (1, *) ) ) *100
Yn=100.00
Zn=( (ilum##obsl0 (2, *) ) / (ilum##obsl0 (1, *) ) ) *100
white= [xn,yn, zn]






;making the total radiance method
widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
cievalueTR=f ltarr (3 , info.nf )
namesamp=strarr ( 3 , info . nf )
fOR M=0, ( (INFO.NF) -1) DO BEGIN
DATA=sindgen(12)
Infomat=f ltarr (50, 41)
FILE=INFO . FILES (M)
;Reading data





namesamp ( 0 , m) =data ( 2 )
namesamp ( 1 , m) =data ( 3 )
namesamp ( 2 , m) =data ( 8 )
theta_pre=f ltarr (41) ; contiene los stimulus
theta=f ltarr (41) ; contiene los stimulus
thetam=f ltarr (49 , 41) ; matrix de los stimulus ya con ilumni
ilum=f ltarr (41) ; ilum para hacer CIE calculation
ilumc=f ltarr (49) ; ilum correcto ligth
ilumtr_mod=fltarr (41) ; ilum del instrumento desde 380
ilumc_tr=f ltarr (49) ; ilum correcto light source of the instrument
for i=0,48 do ilumc (i) =info . ilum( i*2 ) ; se come alguneos porque va de 5
en 5 nm y asise va de 10 en 10 nm
for i=0,48 do ilumc_tr (i) =info . ilum_tr (i*2 )
for i=0,48 do thetam(I , * ) =infomat ( I , * ) *ilumc ( i) *ilumc_tr (i) ; la matrix
mutlipicada por el iluminant del instrumento
for i=0,40 do begin
; (Columna, renglon)
ilum(i) =info. ilum( (i+8) *2) ; ilumincaionde de 5 nm pasada a 10 nm comleta
ddesde 380
ilumtr_mod(i) =info.ilum_tr ( (i+8) *2) ; ilumincaionde de 5 nm pasada a 10 nm
desde 380
end
theta_pre=total (thetam, 1) ; stimuli values
;ahora quitandole el la iluminacion como lo haria cualquier instrumento
for i=0,40 do theta ( I) =theta_pre (I) /ilumtr_mod(i)
obslO=fltarr (3,41)
for i=0,40 do begin
obslO(*,i)=info.obs(*, (i) *2) ; making the correct 10 deg observer
end
k=100/ ( (ilum##obslO(l,*) ) )
,-xyz of the bispectral mehtod
XT=k* ( theta##obslO ( 0 , * ) )
yT=k* (theta##obslO(l, *) )
ZT=k* (theta##obsl0(2, *) )
;For Cielab Values
Xn=( (ilum##obsl0 (0, *) ) / ( ilum##obsl0 ( 1 , *) ) ) *100
Yn=100.00
Zn=( (ilum##obsl0 (2, *) ) / ( ilum##obsl0 ( 1 , *) ) ) *100
white= [xn,yn, zn]
cievalueTr ( * , m) =cielab ( [xT, yT, zT] , white)
end
; print , namesamp
Print, 'Total radiance Method CIEVALUEs'
Print, cievaluetr
Print, 'Delta E 94 BispectralVs .Total Radiance'
delta_e=col_dif f_94 (cievaluetr, cievaluet )
Print, delta e
end
pro Labgraphs , event
widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
cievalueT=f ltarr ( 3 , info . nf )
cievaluer=fltarr ( 3 , info . nf )
cievaluel=f ltarr (3, info.nf )
fOR M=0, ( (INFO.NF) -1) DO BEGIN
DATA=sindgen(12)
Infomat=f ltarr (50,41)
FILE=INFO . FILES (M)





theta=fltarr (41) ; contains stimulus
thetam=fltarr (49, 41) ; matrix with stimulus and lightsource
ilum=f ltarr (41) ; ilum
ilumc=f ltarr (49) ; ilum correct
for i=0,48 do ilumc (i) =info . ilum( i*2 ) ; 5 nm steps to 10 nm
for i=0,48 do thetam( I, * ) =infomat ( I, * ) *ilumc (i) ; matrix times illuminant
for i=0,40 do begin
; (Columna, row)
ilum(i) =info. ilum( (i+8) *2) ; from 5 nm step to 10 nm
end
theta=total ( thetam, 1) ; stimuli values
obsl0=fltarr(3,41)
for i=0,40 do begin
obslO ( * , i) =info.obs ( * , (i) *2 ) ; making the correct 10 deg observer
end
k=100/ ( (ilum##obsl0 (1, *) ) )
;print,
' total radiadiance '
XT=k* ( theta##obslO ( 0 , * ) )







the tamf = thetam
for i=8,48 do thetamf (i, i-8) =0
theta=total ( thetamf , 1 )
Xf=k*(theta##obsl0(0,*) )








for i=8,48 do theta ( i-8) =thetam( i , i-
Xs=k* (theta##obslO (0, *) )






Xn= ( (ilum##obslO (0, *) ) / ( ilum##obsl0 ( 1 , *) ) ) *100
Yn=100.00




; print , white
CievalueRf*
,m) =cielab( [xs,ys, zs] , white)
cievalueT(*,m) =cielab( [xT,yT, zT] , white)





; Print, cievalueRf * ,M)
end
Print, 'Reflected CIEVALUES '
Print, cievaluer
help, cievaluer
Print, 'Total bispectral CIEVALUEs'
Print, cievaluet
end
pro dcas, event /Routine for Displaying color data of all sample in the droplist
widget_control , event . top, get_uvalue=info
cievalueT=fltarr (3 , info.nf )
cievaluer=f ltarr ( 3 , info . nf )
cievaluel=f ltarr (3 , info.nf )
namesamp=strarr ( 3 , info . nf )
fOR M=0, ( (INFO.NF) -1) DO BEGIN
DATA=sindgen(12)
Infomat=fltarr (50, 41)
FILE=INFO . FILES (M)
openr, lun, file, /get lun
readf , lun , data
readf, lun, infomat
free_lun, lun
infomat=infomat (1:49, * )
namesamp (0,m) =data (2 )
namesamp ( 1 , m) =data ( 3 )
namesamp ( 2 , m) =data ( 8 )
theta=fltarr (41) / contains stimulus
thetam=fltarr(49,41) ; matrix with stimulus and lightsource
ilum=f ltarr (41) ; ilum
ilumc=f ltarr (49) ; ilum correct
for i =0,48 do ilumc(i)=info.ilum(i*2) ; 5 nm steps to 10 nm
for i-0,48 do thetamd, *) dnfomat (I, *) *ilumc (i) / matrix times illuminant
for i=0,40 do begin
; (Columna, row)
ilum(i)=info.ilum( (i +8)*2) ; from 5 nm step to 10 nm
end
theta=total (thetam, 1) ; stimuli values
obsl0=fltarr(3,41)
for i=0,40 do begin
obsl0(*,i)=info.obs(*, (i) *2) ; making the correct 10 deg observer
end
k=100/ ( (ilum##obslO(l,*) ) )
/Total radiance
XT=k* (theta##obslO(0, *) )




for i=8,48 do thetamf (i , i-8) =0
theta=total ( thetamf , 1 )
Xf=k* (theta##obsl0 (0, *) )
yf=k* (theta##obsl0(l, *) )
Zf=k* (theta##obsl0 (2, *) )
/ Print , 'Refelcted
radiance'
for i=8,48 do theta (i-8) =thetam(i , i-8)
Xs=k* (theta##obsl0 (0, *) )
ys=k*(theta##obsl0(l, *) )
Zs=k* (theta##obsl0 (2, *) )
/For Cielab Values ; white from the color functions
Xn=( (ilum##obsl0(0, *) ) / (ilum##obsl0 (1, *) ) )*100
Yn=100.00
Zn=( (ilum##obsl0(2, *) ) / (ilum##obsl0 (1, *) ) ) *100
white= [xn,yn, zn]
CievalueR(*,m) =cielab( [xs,ys, zs] , white)
cievalueT(*,m) =cielab( [xT,yT, zT] , white)
cievaluel (*,m) =cielab( [xf ,yf , zf ] , white)
end
widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
widget_control, info. table, /destroy
info . table=widget_table ( info . bd, y_scroll_size=15 , x_scroll_size = 4 , YSIZE=200 , xsize
=200,$
/RESIZEABLE_COLUMNS, /All_events)
widget_control , info . table , use_table_select= [4,4,4,4] , set_value= ['','','','','']
widget_control , info . table , use_table_select= [0,0,0,0] , insert_rows=6
fOR M=0, ( (INFO.NF) -1) DO BEGIN
widget_control, info . table, use_table_select= [1,0,1,0] , set_value=" Sample"
widget_control, info . table, use_table_select= [0,1,0,1] , set_value="Bispectral
CIELab Values"
widget_control, info. table, use_table_se lee t= [0 , 3+m, 0 , 3+m] , set_value= (namesamp ( * ,m
))
widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [1,2,3,2] , set_value= [ "L* " , "a* " , "b* " ]
widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [1 , 3+m, 3 , 3+m] , set_value= (cievaluet ( * ,
m))
;widget_control, info . table, use_table_select= [0,3,0,3], set_value=" cielab bi-
mehtod"
;widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [0,4,0,4] , set_value= "Ref
lected"
/widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [0,5,0,5] , set_value= "Total
"
,-c;widget_control, info, table, use_table_select= [0,3,0,3] , set_value=string (data ( 8)
)
end













; para graficas te relatice radiance vs wavelenght
DATA=sindgen(12)
Infomat=fltarr (50,41)
widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
FILE=INFO . FILES ( INFO . SEL)
openr, lun, file, /get lun
readf , lun , data
readf , lun, infomat
free lun, lun
infomat=infomat (1:49,*)
theta=f ltarr (41) ; contains stimulus
thetam=fltarr (49, 41) ; matrix with stimulus and lightsource
ilum=f ltarr (41) / ilum
ilumc=fltarr (49) ; ilum correct
for i=0,48 do ilumc ( i) =info. ilum(i*2 ) ;5 nm steps to 10 nm
for i=0,48 do thetam (I , * ) =infomat (I , * ) * ilumc (i) / matrix times illuminant
for i=0,40 do begin
; (Columna, row)
ilum(i) =info. ilum( (i+8) *2) ; from 5 nm step to 10 nm
end
; total
thetaT=total (thetam, 1) / stimuli values
; Flourecscent thetha49,41)
thetamf=thetam
for i=8,48 do thetamf (i , i-8) =0
thetaf=total ( thetamf , 1 )
/ REFLECTED (49,41)





PL0T,F, THETAt, line=0,background=(2A64-l) ,color=0, xtitle =
'Wavelength (NM) ' Spectral Radiance (%)', title=
' Spectral Dist'
thick=1.5
0PL0T,f, THETAF, line=2,color=2A15, thick=1.5
OPLOT, f , THETAR, line=5 , color=180 , thick=l . 5
xyouts, 350, 50, 'Total (Black)', color=0
xyouts,350,40,
' Flourescent (Blue) ' ,color=0




pro drcd, event; color information in a pop up window
DATA=sindgen(12)
Infomat=fltarr (50,41)
widget_control , event . top, get_uvalue=info
FILE=INF0 . FILES ( INFO . SEL )





theta=f ltarr (41) ; contains stimulus
thetam=f ltarr (49, 41) ; matrix with stimulus and lightsource
ilum=f ltarr (41) / ilum
ilumc=fltarr (49) / ilum correct
for i =0,48 do ilumc ( i ) =info . ilum( i*2 ) ; 5 nm steps to 10 nm
for i=0,48 do thetamf I, *) =infomat (I, *) * ilumc (i) ; matrix times illuminant
for i=0,40 do begin
; (Columna, row)
ilum(i) =info . ilum( (i+8) *2) ; from 5 nm step to 10 nm
end
theta=total (thetam, 1) ; stimuli values
obsl0=fltarr(3,41)
for i=0,40 do begin




k=100/ ( (ilum##obsl0 (1, *) ) )
print, 'total radiadiance
'
XT=k* (theta##obslO (0, *) )
yT=k*(theta##obslO(l, *) )








for i=8,48 do thetamf ( i , i-8) =0










for i=8,48 do theta (i-8) =thetam(i,
; theta=total ( thetamf , 1 )
Xs=k* ( theta##obsl0 ( 0 , * ) )






Xn=( (ilum##obslO(0, *) ) / ( ilum##obslO ( 1 , * ) ) ) *100
Yn=100.00





cievalue=cielab( [xT,yT, zT] , white)
print, 'cielab lab'
print, devalue
,-base in the center of
for
basem= Widget_base (column=2 , title="Color INFORMATION of
sample"
, xof fset=10) ; , /modal, Group_leader=info.bd)
the screen
;labell= Widget label (basem,Value=" " ,xsize=150 . 0,ysize=l . 0)
label2= Widgetlabel (basem,Value=" File
name: ", /aLIGN left , /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=22 . 0) ; setting of labels
results
label3= Widgetlabel (basem,Value=" File
Description: ", /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=22 . 0) ; setting of labels foi
results
label4= Widget label (basem,Value=" File Date
:", /aLIGN left, /frame , xsize=150 . 0 , ysize=22 . 0 )
label5= Widgetlabel (basem,Value=" The
X: ", /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0 , ysize=22 .0)
label6= Widget label (basem,Value=" The
Y: " , /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=22 .0)
label7= Widget label (basem,Value=" The
Z: " , /aLIGN left, /frame , xsize=150 . 0,ysize=22 .0)
setting of labels for results
setting of labels for results
setting of labels for results
setting of labels for results
labels= Widget label (basem,Value="
labels= Widgetlabel (basem,Value="
labels= Widget label (basem,Value="


























textl= Widget_text (basem,Value=strmid(data (2 ) , 1, STRLEN(data (2) ) -
1) ,xsize=30.0,ysize=l . 0) ;, /editable) ; seting text box for getting user info
text2= Widget_text (basem,Value=strmid( data (3) , 1 , STRLEN(data (3 ) ) -
1) ,xsize=3 0. 0,ysize=1.0) ; , /editable)
text3= widget_text (basem,Value=strmid(data (8) , 1, STRLEN(data (8) ) -
1) ,xsize=3 0.0,ysize=1.0) ; , /editable)
text4= Widget_text (basem,Value=string(xt) ,xsize=30 . 0,ysize=l . C
text5= Widget_text (basem,Value=string(yt) ,xsize=30 . 0,ysize=l . C
text6= Widget_text(basem,Value=string(zt) ,xsize=30 . 0,ysize=l . C
text7=Widget_text (basem,Value='Total radiadiance (xyz)





; widget_control , text7 , set_value= ' Total radiadiance
(xyz) : '+string(xt) +string(yt) +string(zt)
text7=Widget_text (basem,Value= ' Flourescent radiadiance
(xyz) : '+string(xf )+string(yf)+string(zf) , xsize=60 . 0,ysize=l . 0)
text7=Widget_text (basem,Value= ' Refelcted radiadiance (xyz)
: '+string(xs)+string(ys)+string(zs) , xsize=60 . 0 , ysize=l . 0 )
text7=Widget_text (basem, Value= ' Cielab Values (L*a*b*)
string(cievalue(0) )+ string (devalue (1) ) +
string (devalue (2) ) ,xsize=60 . 0,ysize==l . 0)
quit=widget_button ( basem, value=" EXIT") ;put a quit buttom
widget_control, basem, /realize
Xmanager ,
' INFDATA ' , basem, event_handler= ' REC_event '
end
pro dmd, event
DATA=sindgen ( 12 )
Infomat=f ltarr (50, 41)
widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
FILE=INF0 . FILES ( INFO . SEL )




widget_control , info . table , /destroy





widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [0,7,50,48] , set_value=string (infomatb
)
widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [0,0,0,0] , insert_rows=6
widget_control , info . table , use_table_select= [0,0,0,0] , set_value=string ( data ( 2 ) )
widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [0,1,0,1] , set_value=string(data(l) )
;widget_control, info. table, set_table_select= [0,2,0,2] , set_value=string(data (1) )
widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [0,2,0,2] , set_value=string (data (0) )
widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [0,4,0,4] , set_value=string (data (3 ) )
widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [0,3,0,3] , set_value=string(data (8) )
;widget_control, info . table, use_table_select= [0,5,0,5] , set_value=data (11)
For i=l,49,l do begin
widget_control, info . table, use_table_select= [i, 5 , i, 5] , set_value=string (i*10
+290)
end
widget_control, info. table, use_table_select= [0,0,0,0]
widget_control, event . top, set_uvalue=info
end
.********************* axis and labels *******************
pro surpp, event
DATA=sindgen ( 12 )
lnfomat=fltarr(50,41)
widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
FILE=INFO . FILES ( INFO . SEL )
openr, lun, file, /getlun




;plot , infomat ( * , * ) ,psym=3
Loadct,2 9
xsurface , infomat (1:49,*)





widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
FILE=INFO . FILES ( INFO . SEL)





















contour, infomatd: 49, *),C_COLORS




shade_surf , infomat (1:49,*;
end
Pro rec_event , event ; event handler of the pop up FOR DISPLAYING INFO
;Widget_control, event. top, get_uvalue=infopop











widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
FILE=INFO . FILES ( INFO . SEL)




basem= Widget_base (column=2 , title="FILE
INFORMATION"
,xoffset=10) ;, /modal,Group_leader=info.bd) ;base in the center
of the screen
; label 1= Widget label (basem,Value=" " , xsize=150 . 0 ,ysize=l . 0)
label2= Widget label (basem,Value=" File
name :", /aLIGN_left , /frame, xsize=150 . 0 , ysize=22 . 0 ) ; setting of labels for
results
label3= Widget_label (basem,Value=" File
Description :", /aLIGN_left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0 ,ysize=22 . 0) ; setting of labels for
results
label4= Widget label (basem,Value=" File Date
:", /aLIGNleft, /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=22 . 0) ; setting of labels for results
label5= Widget label (basem,Value=" The
operator :", /aLIGN left , /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=22 . 0) ; setting of labels for
results
label6= Widgetlabel (basem,Value=" The Observer
chosen: ", /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=22 . 0) ; setting of labels for
results
label7= Widget label (basem,Value=" The Light source
chosen: ", /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=22 .0) ; setting of labels for
results
labels= Widget label (basem,Value=" " , xsize=150 . 0 ,ysize=5 . 0)
textl= Widget_text (basem,Value=strmid(data (2) , 1, STRLENfdata (2 ) ) -
1) ,xsize=30 . 0,ysize=l . 0) ;, /editable) ; seting text box for getting user info
text2= Widget_text (basem,Value=strmid (data (3) , 1, STRLEN(data (3 ) ) -
1) ,xsize=30 . 0,ysize=l . 0) ; , /editable)
text3= Widget_text(basem,Value=strmid(data(8) , 1, STRLENfdata (8) ) -
1) ,xsize=30 . 0,ysize=l . 0) ; , /editable)
text4= Widget_text (basem,Value=strmid (data (4) , 1, STRLEN(data (4) )-
1) ,xsize=3 0.0,ysize=1.0) ; , /editable)
text5= Widget_text ( basem,Value=info. iobs, xsize=3 0.0, ysize=1.0) ; , /editable)
text6= Widget_text(basem,Value=info.iilum,xsize=3 0.0, ysize=1.0) ; , /editable)




, basem, event_handler= ' REC_event '
end
pro dpev, event
print , event . index
widget_control , event . top , get_uvalue=info
print, info. files (event . index)
info . sel=event . index
widget_control , event . top, set_uvalue=info
end
pro Ilumiaq, event
desc = [ '0, LABEL, llumination Option, CENTER' , $
'1, BASE,, ROW, FRAME ',$
'0, BUTTON, 2 | 10 | User Defined, Exclusive , frame, LABEL_TOP=Observer
Type : , COLUMN, TAG=bgl ' , $
'2, BUTTON, D65 CIE Tables |D50 CIE Tables | (n/a) | MC D50 Simulator |
(n/a) | User defined, EXCLUSIVE, LABEL_TOP=Light sorce :, COLUMN, TAG=bg2 ' , $
;'0, TEXT, , LABEL_LEFT=Enter File name:, WIDTH=12 , TAG=fname ' , $
;'0, INTEGER, 0, LABEL_LEFT=File size:, WIDTH=6, TAG=fsize', $
'1, BASE, , ROW' , $
'0, BUTTON, OK, QUIT, TAG=OK ' , $
'2, BUTTON, Cancel, QUIT']
a = CW_FORM ( desc, tITLE=" Source of llumination", /COLUMN)
widget_control, event. top, get_uvalue=info
Iff a.bgl eq 0) then begin ; FOR OBSERBVER
Result =
DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title=' Chosen Obs ' $
, 'The chosen observer was 2 degree in steps of
5nm' )
openr, lun, 'c:\summer research 99\labsphere\tables\ciexyz31.dat',
/getlun
text=sindgen ( 5 )
readf, lun, text
info . iobs=text ( 0 )
data=fltarr(7, 81)
readf , lun , data




If( a.bgl eq 1) then begin ; FOR OBSERBVER
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title='Chosen Obs ' $
, 'The chosen observer was 10 degree in steps of 5nm' )
openr, lun, 'c:\summer research 99\labsphere\tables\ciexyz64.dat
/get lun
text=sindgen ( 5 )
readf, lun, text
info . iobs=text ( 0 )
data=fltarr(7,81)
readf, lun, data




If( a.bgl eq 2) then begin ; FOR OBSERBVER
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title='Warning: Choosing Observer info'$
, 'Make sure the file contains 81 values from 380 to 780 in steps of 5nm
your each matching funtion in columns and the first line must be the
despriction' )
f ile=pickfile (path= ' c : \summer research
99\labsphere\tables\'
, f ilter= ' * .dat
' )
openr, lun, file, /get lun
text=sindgen ( 5 )
readf, lun, text
info . iobs=text ( 0 )
data=fltarr(7,81)
readf, lun, data




If (a.bg2 eq 0) then begin
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title='Chosen Table D65',$
' Table D65 Chosen in 5nm Steps')





readf , lun , data




If (a.bg2 eq 1) then begin
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title=' Chosen Table D50',$
' Table D50 Chosen in 5nm Steps')










If (a.bg2 eq 3) then begin
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title='Chosen Macbeth D50',$
' Macbeth D50 Simulator from Spectralight LightBooth normalized at 560 nm
5nm Steps ' )






readf , lun , data




If (a.bg2 eq 4) then begin ; FOR ligthsource
Result = DIALOG_MESSAGE(Title= 'Warning: Choosing Light Source info',$
'Make sure the file has 107 values from 300 to 830 in steps of 5nm your
the first line of the file must be the description')

















******************************missing other automated observer an light source
widget_control, event. top, set_uvalue=info
widget_control , event . top, show=l
end
pro Acqurie, event
widget_control, event. top, get_uvalue=info
desc = [ '0, LABEL, Files Samples Aquarie, CENTER', $
;'l, BASE,, ROW, FRAME', $
;'0, BUTTON, B1|B2|B3, LABEL_TOP=Nonexclusive :, COLUMN, TAG=bgl ' , $
;
' 2 , BUTTON, El | E2 | E2 , EXCLUSIVE, LABEL_TOP=Exclusive : , COLUMN, TAG=bg2 ' , $
'0, integer, , LABEL_LEFT=Enter Number of Files:, WIDTH=12 , TAG=fname ' , $
;'0, INTEGER, 0, LABEL_LEFT=File size:, WIDTH=6, TAG=fsize' $
'1, BASE, , ROW' , $
'0, BUTTON, OK, QUIT, TAG=OK' , $
'2, BUTTON, Cancel, QUIT']
a = CW_FORM(desc,tITLE="Adquistion of Samples to Analyze", /COLUMN)
file=sindgen(a. fname)
For i=0L,a. fname-1 do begin
f ile(i) =pickf ile(path='c: \summer research
99\labsphere\'
) ;contains all the files names to be analyzed
end
,-print , file
info. f iles=f ile
info . nf=a . fname
widget_control, info.dropL, set_value=f ile
widget_control , event . top , show=l
widget_control , event . top, set_uvalue=info
end
pro ROII, event
desc = [ '0, LABEL, Centered Label, CENTER', '1, BASE,, ROW, FRAME', '0, BUTTON,
Bl | B2 | B3 , LABEL_TOP=Nonexclusive : , COLUMN, TAG=bgl ' , $
'2, BUTTON, El|E2|E2, EXCLUSIVE, LABEL_TOP=Exclusive :, COLUMN, TAG=bg2 ' , $
'0, TEXT, , LABEL_LEFT=Enter File name:, WIDTH= 12 , TAG= fname
'
, $
'0, INTEGER, 0, LABEL_LEFT=File size:, WIDTH=6, TAG=fsize', $
' 1 , BASE , , ROW
'
, $
'0, BUTTON, OK, QUIT,
TAG=OK'
, $
'2, BUTTON, Cancel, QUIT']
,-To use the form as a modal widget:
a = CW_FORM(desc,tITLE="hOLA AMIGOS ! ! ", /COLUMN)
widget_control , event . top, show=l
WIDGET_CONTROL, a, /REALIZE
end
pro image_event , event
widget_control , event . id, get_value=widget_value
case widget_value of






base= Widget_base (column=2, title="Flourencse Stuf f " , xof fset=200) ;base in
the center of the screen
labell= Widgetlabel (base,Value=" Info of Stuf f : : " ,ysize=15 . 0)
;label2= Widget label (base,Value=" Selected REf
file: ", /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0 ,ysize=15 . 0 ) ; setting of labels for
results
;label3= Widgetlabel (base,Value=" Selected Prediction
file: " , /aLIGNleft, /frame, xsize=150 . 0 ,ysize=15 . 0)
;label4= Widgetlabel (base,Value=" Select output for Cielab
ref"
, /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=15 .0)
;label5= Widgetlabel (base,Value=" Select output for Cielab
pred"
, /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=15 .0)
,-label6=Widget label (base,Value=" Select ouput for
DE"
, /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=150 . 0,ysize=15 .0)
;label7= Widget label (base,Value=" " , /aLIGNlef t,xsize=7 0 . 0,ysize=15 . 0)
,-label8=Widget label (base,Value=" Size of
Information"
, /frame, /aLIGN left , xsize=l 5 0 . 0 ,ysize=15 . 0 )
;labellb= Widget label (base, Value= "White
Point"
, /frame, /aLIGN left , xsize= 150 . 0 , ysize=15 . 0)
;label7= Widget label (base,Value= " " , /aLIGN_lef t , xsize=70 . 0 , ysize=15 . 0)
label2b= Widget label (base,Value="
"
,
/aLIGN_left,xsize=7 0 .0,ysize =15. 0 , xof fset = -9 0 ,yof fset = -10 )
; label 3b= Widget label (base,
Value=" "
, /aLIGN left , xsize=7 0 . 0 , ysize=15 . 0)
; label4b= Widget label (base,
Value="
, /aLIGNleft, /frame, xsize=500 . 0 , ysize=15 . 0)
Widget label (base,Value=" -
"
, /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=500 .0,ysize=15.0)
;label6b= Widget label (base,Value=" -
"
, /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=500 . 0,ysize=15 .0)
Widget label (base,Value=" -
"
, /aLIGN left, /frame, xsize=500 . 0 ,ysize=15 . 0 )
;label7= Widget label (base,
Value=" "
, /aLIGN lef t,xsize=70 . 0 ,ysize=15 . 0)
button=widget_but ton (base , value=
" Samples Acquire " , event_pro=




event_pro= ' Ilumiaq' )
base2=Widget_base(base, column=l, /frame)
Iabel7= Widget label (base,Value=" ", /aLIGN left , xsize=7 0 . 0 ,ysize=3 0 . 0)
;base3=Widget_base(base, column=l, /frame)
label7= Widget label (base,Value=" " , /aLIGN_lef t , xsize=70 . 0,ysize=30 . 0)
button=widget_button(base,value='Print Display Data' , event_pro= ' ROII ' )
label7= Widget label (base,Value=" " , /aLIGN_lef t , xsize=7 0 . 0,ysize=60 . 0)
label7= Widget label (base,Value=" " , /aLIGN_lef t,xsize=70 . 0,ysize=60 . 0)
label7= Widgetlabel (base2 , Value="Chossing a Sample To
Analize"
, /aLIGN left ,xsize=2 00 . 0,ysize=15 . 0)
label7= Widget label (base,Value=" " , /aLIGN left , xsize=70 . 0 ,ysize=60 . 0)
label7= Widget label (base,Value=" " , /aLIGN_lef t , xsize=70 . 0 ,ysize=60 . 0 )
label8= Widget label (base,Value="Analysis To all
Samples"
, /aLIGNlef t,xsize=200 . 0,ysize=15 .0)
DropLl=
Widget_droplist (base2 , xsize=3 00 . 0, event_pro= ' DPEV ) ; , Value=" " , /aLIGNlef t , xsize=
70.0,ysize=15.0)
button=widget_button(base, value='DE94 Bi-Spec Vs. Total All
Samples ' , event_pro= ' TotalVsBi_spectral ' )
button=widget_button (base2 , value= 'View Matrix Plot ' , event_pro= 'maplot ' )
button=widget_button(base2 , value='View INFO &Sample' , event_pro= ' INFDATA' )
button=widget_button (base2 , value= 'Area Surface plot ' , event_pro= ' surpp
' )
button=widget_button (base2 , value= 'Display Matrix Data' , event_pro= 'dmd' )
button=widget_button(base2 ,value='Display Reflectance and Color Data
'
,
event_pro= ' drcd ' )
button=widget_button(base2 , value= 'Display Spectral Dist . ' , event_pro= 'disspec ' )




event_pro= ' Labgraphs ' )
button=widget_button(base,value= 'Display colorimetric Data All
Samples ' , event_pro=
' dcas ' )
button=widget_button (base, value= ' Plot x y error Vectors ', event_pro=
' ROII ' )
button=widget_button (base, value= ' Plot error Vectors all Samples (L a
b) ' , event_pro= ' plotervect
' )
button=widget_button(base,value='Relfected Dist. of Samples ', event_pro= ' ROII ' )
button=widget_button(base, value=
' Luminenscence Dist of
Samples'
,
event_pro= 'ROII ' )
button=widget_button( base, value=
' Total Dist of samples ', event_pro= 'ROII ' )






Table=widget_table(base, / edi table, y_scroll_si ze=15, x_scrol l_si ze=4, YSIZE=2 00 ,xsi
ze=200, $
/RESIZEABLE_COLUMNS, /All_events, /no_copy)










;cieref=f ltarr (3, 107)
;ciepred=f ltarr (3 ,107)
info= {BD : BASE , bd2 : base2 , Files : files , Nf : NF , dropl : DROPLl , sel : sel , ilum: ilum, OBS : OBS
, iobs : iobs, $
iilum: iilum, table: table, ilum_tr : tr} ,-cieref :cieref , ciepred: ciepred)
widget_control,base, set_uvalue=info




Ligth Sources Spectral Power Distribution Numeric Values
All numeric values are normalized at 560 nm
Measured by PR-704 PhotoResearch






















300 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 0.02
305 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 1.02
310 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 2.02
315 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 4.84
320 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 7.67
325 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 11.10
330 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 14.54
335 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 16.14
340 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 17.75
345 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 19.29
350 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 20.82
355 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 22.30
360 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 23.78
365 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 25.28
370 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 26.78
375 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 25.56
380 8.00 47.09 8.70 22.85 24.35
385 9.03 59.32 9.35 33.22 27.06
390 10.01 71.95 12.49 46.29 29.76
395 12.29 88.35 17.60 61.51 39.49
400 14.54 104.94 27.64 74.83 49.21
405 16.46 115.47 95.22 79.53 52.80
410 19.48 128.06 36.63 86.82 56.40
415 21.49 131.12 30.85 91.75 58.16
420 23.18 129.26 35.14 100.00 59.93
! 425 25.69 133.50 41.60 104.70 58.83
430 28.08 133.73 60.96 102.54 57.73
435 29.82 131.22 321.91 105.40 66.25
440 32.19 130.48 83.46 108.94 74.76
445 35.00 130.10 61.59 114.07 80.97
450 37.37 127.57 65.92 123.90 87.19
455 39.22 123.03 69.66 130.11 88.87
460 41.67 120.25 74.61 144.64 90.56
465 45.49 121.53 80.80 154.55 90.94 !
470 48.22 118.48 84.79 153.66 91.33
475 49.66 112.50 85.64 132.61 93.20
480 52.43 110.71 88.74 130.76 95.07
485 56.15 111.10 92.69 141.21 93.50
490 59.62 110.70 96.07 126.60 91.93
495 61.75 107.10 96.20 116.69 93.81
500 63.69 103.21 94.92 105.86 95.70 |
505 66.10 100.49 95.02 103.59 96.15
i 510 69.20 98.60 95.37 102.54 96.59 i
515 73.34 97.74 97.29 101.12 96.86
520 77.42 97.82 98.91 103.86 97.12
525 79.17 93.03 96.92 104.55 99.61
530 80.49 88.44 95.31 115.73 102.09
535 84.60 87.41 96.84 109.75 101.42
540 90.17 91.37 100.03 110.41 100.75
545 95.03 95.62 175.28 110.60 101.53
550 97.14 97.59 143.61 104.63 102.32
555 98.18 98.65 100.34 102.97 101.16
560 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
565 104.73 102.08 102.09 98.57 98.87
570 110.29 95.90 105.17 95.45 97.74
575 114.20 84.36 112.61 92.48 98.33
580 117.19 84.72 140.18 89.67 98.92
585 119.14 75.95 108.64 86.85 96.20
590 121.76 70.25 108.19 85.20 93.48
595 124.65 70.14 108.25 83.58 95.57
600 128.17 72.48 109.09 81.96 97.67
605 132.90 74.96 110.58 84.00 98.45
610 137.08 75.93 111.68 85.43 99.24
615 140.77 76.11 111.94 86.51 99.12
620 143.61 75.78 110.76 87.97 99.01
625 141.63 70.89 106.06 84.93 97.35
630 140.88 66.36 101.23 84.66 95.69
635 143.83 63.26 98.85 80.69 97.25
640 149.53 61.47 99.07 76.90 98.81
645 155.81 60.22 97.59 78.91 97.21
650 160.27 58.71 96.12 79.34 95.61
655 163.82 57.66 91.89 76.62 96.87
660 164.33 57.42 90.70 76.58 98.12
665 163.46 55.43 81.20 81.53 100.52
670 163.70 55.21 75.77 85.27 102.93
675 165.79 56.38 72.01 89.48 100.99
680 170.10 58.48 68.86 99.46 99.05
685 175.29 60.74 64.05 115.34 93.18
690 180.10 62.79 61.25 118.27 87.32
I 695 183.88 64.49 57.76 107.48 89.42
700 185.78 64.87 52.03 108.02 91.53
705 187.30 64.27 47.79 107.17 92.17
710 187.71 63.34 44.89 127.68 92.82
715 189.03 62.56 39.74 127.18 84.81
720 188.61 61.13 35.10 112.88 76.80
725 189.59 60.04 32.57 114.34 81.63
730 190.88 59.18 29.77 129.53 86.45
735 193.34 57.90 27.65 127.64 89.49
740 196.34 55.24 24.56 123.21 92.52
745 201.16 55.20 22.27 116.50 85.35
750 205.66 55.31 20.66 114.34 78.18
755 207.56 55.49 21.69 108.67 67.91
760 211.21 56.08 19.79 123.98 57.65
765 210.36 55.95 19.09 163.18 70.26
770 212.15 56.11 14.58 , 107.56 82.87
775 211.78 54.55 15.14 87.36 80.54 I
780 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 78.22
785 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 78.86
790 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 79.50
795 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 76.43
800 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 73.35
805 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 68.61
810 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 63.88
815 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 67.30
820 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 70.73
825 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 72.56
830 195.43 49.95 10.51 77.56 74.39
' Note: For out of range wavelenghts the values were assumed cte from the
last data available from the PhotoResearch
Appendix C
Validation reports
BFC validation : 07/15/1999 10:14:35
Target Tolerance Deviation Pass/Fail
X 95.38 2.00 0.19 P
Y 100.38 2.00 0.20 ?
Z 108.71 2.00 0.00 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 0.0000 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0002 P
Reflectance 0.2000 0.1812 P
BFC validation : 07/16/1999 10:30:58
Target Tolerance Deviation Pass/Fail
X 95.38 2.00 0.34 P
Y 100.38 2.00 0.38 P
Z 108.71 2.00 0.29 P
x 0.3133 0. 0030 0.0000 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0003 P
Reflectance 0.2000 0.1817 P
BFC validation: 07/19/1999 10:29:49
Target Tolerance Deviation Pass/Fail
X 95.38 2.00 0.07 P
Y 100.38 2.00 0.09 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.12 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 -0.0004 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0000 P
Reflectance 0.2000 -0.1787 P
BFC validation : 07/20/1999 10:36:00
Target Tolerance Deviation Pass/Fail
X 95.38 2.00 0.07 P
Y 100.38 2.00 0.09 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.17 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 0.0001 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0005 P
Reflectance 0.2000 -0.1776 P
BFC validation: 07/21/1999 09:47:07
Target Tolerance Deviation Pass/Fail
X 95.38 2.00 -0.07 P
Y 100.38 2.00 -0.13 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.26 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 -0.0002 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0001 P
Reflectance 0.2000 -0.1768 P
BFC validation: 07/22/1999 10:16:45
Target Tolerance Deviation Pass/Fail
X 95.38 2.00 -0.12 P
Y 100.38 2.00 -0.17 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.34 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 0.0000 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0000 P
Reflectance 0.2000 -0.1793 P
BFC validation:: 07/23/1999 10:24:07
Target Tolerance Deviation Pai
X 95.38 2.00 0.05 P
Y 100.38 2.00 0.09 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.23 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 0.0009 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0009 P
Reflectance 0.2000 0.1759
BFC validation : 07/28/1999 10:25:39
Target Tolerance Deviation Pa
X 95.38 2.00 -0.18 P
Y 100.38 2.00 -0.14 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.39 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 0. 0000 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0003 P
Reflectance 0.2000 -CJ.1785 P
BFC validation -. 07/30/1999 11:02:57
Target Tolerance Deviation Pa
X 95.38 2.00 0.13 P
Y 100.38 2.00 0.15 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.12 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 0.0001 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 -0.0001 P
Reflectance 0.2000 0.1747 P
BFC validation : 08/04/1999 10:41:16
Target Tolerance Deviation Pass/Fail
X 95.38 2.00 -0.13 P
Y 100.38 2.00 -0.15 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.47 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 0.0003 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0002 P
Reflectance 0.2000 0.1740 P
BFC validation: 08/10/1999 11:43:59
Target Tolerance Deviation Pass/Fail
X 95.38 2.00 0.07 P
Y 100.38 2.00 0.07 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.11 P
X 0.3133 0.0030 0.0004 P
Y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0006 P
Reflectance 0.2000 -0.1729
BFC validation:: 08/17/1999 11:25:11
Target Tolerance Deviation Pass/Fail
X 95.38 2.00 -0.15 P
Y 100.38 2.00 -0.15 P
Z 108.71 2.00 -0.38 P
x 0.3133 0.0030 -0.0003 P
y 0.3298 0.0030 0.0005
P
Reflectance 0.2000 -0.1734
